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AND
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I NONE.. .”

This WAS the gist of a poem writ??n by someone who
probably had lived through the 1933 gold confiscation and being
“in love” was supposed to be “enough” for living. I did not even
say “LOVE” because you people do not recognize LOVE if it
knocks you down for you only respond mostly to being in lustful
“in-love”.
But what of gold and silver? You are getting so close to
emergency confiscation time as to be breathing down your neck.
This would allow the government to disclaim any need to pay off
old CERTIFICATES-legally,
under emergency powers, etc.
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It will allow the government to even have excuse to confiscate colloids under
any pretext they choose-and
that, dear ones is now under way.
I do not have available space in this paper to speak substantially on these
topics but I must mention them. Constitutionally,
Congress has found a way
to confiscate everything and call it lawful. Remember, readers, anything “they”
make into a law is LEGAL.
SENATE BILL 307
(CONFISCATION
OF GOLD AND

SILVER)

First on the agenda when the House goes back into session there is,
allegedly, going to be a VOTE as to the confiscation of gold and silver from the
(Please see Confiscation
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About one in sis Canadian peacekeepers return
from the former Yugoslavia with serious psychological
PEACEKEEPERS
IN BOSNIA
problems, a senior military psychiatrist says. “You
SUFFER
RASHES,
could call it peacekeeper syndrome,” Lt. Cmdr. Greg
POST-TRAUMATIC
STRESS
Passey said. An estimated 15 percent suffer from posttraumatic stress disorder and about 13 from depression.
From the January 26 issue of THE PALAl BE.4CH
About 40 percent ofthose with post-traumatic stress are
POST,[quoting:]
clinically depressed.
Dozens of U.S. Army soldiers involved in the
“What they’ve been exposed to is traumatic,” he
Bosnia operation have contracted full-body rashes and said. “A buddy steps on a landmine, they see kids blown
low-grade fevers after visiting a military storage area up, they’re pulled out at gunpoint and told they’ll be
in Belgium where investigators are now focusing their shot in the head by the time they cross the street.”
hunt for the source of the mysterious illness. All 70 of
Their symptoms include withdrawing from people,
the soldiers, afflicted with the disease over the past difficulty sleeping, heavy drinking, conflict at home
month have recovered within several days of becoming and on the job and an inability to experience emotions.
sick, according to Army officials who say the outbreaks
‘And this doesn’t begin to address the casualties as far
have not affected the overall pace of the deployment of as the families,” he said, adding that some cases lead to
the U.S. forces to Bosnia. But concern that the viral abuse.
infection could spread has prompted senior Army officers in Europe to order an intensive search for the
BOSNIA
REALITIES
germ’s origin.
“Peacekeeping” for the U.N. will likely be the
And from the January 22 issue of THE TORONTO
origin of something we later call “Bosnia Syndrome.
STAR, [quoting:]
Here are highlights from an article by Trisha Katson
r
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that appeared in the February 5 issue of THE SPOTLIGHT, [quoting:]
Clinton Administration policy makes Bosnia an
experimental laboratory for the nation-building by the
global elites in the New World Order, according to Rep.
Duncan Hunter (R. Calif.). Under the so-called Dayton
Accord, there will be no sovereignty or independence
for Bosnia. Bosnia’s constitution, police, central bank,
refugees and “human rights” will be laced in the hands
of foreign officials for at least the rest of the century.
“Where once its existence was threatened by advancing Serbian troops, it has now been rendered incompetent by a (bewildering) constitutional structure,”
said Hunter.
“The remnants are then absorbed by
international organizations and foreign bureaucrats.
The poor suffering Bosnians faced a more honorable
fate in open combat.”
The foreign authorities are not constrained by any
constitutional checks and balances despite all the rhetoric about upcoming “free elections”.
Bosnia’s new constitution is “inspired by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International
Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the Declaration
on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or
Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities, as well as
other [United Nations] human rights instruments.” At
the end of the constitution is attached a list of 15 other
human rights instruments including the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women, the 1989 Convention of the Rights of
the Child and the 1990 International Convention on the
Protection of All Migrant Workers and Members of
their Families. [Were we so naive us to think that the

output Jrom all those UN conventions

would

not be

USED?]

National sovereignty is surrendered under Article
II which declares “The rights and freedoms set forth in
the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and its Protocols
shall apply directly in Bosnia and Herzegovina. These
shall have priority over all other law.”
Bosnia’s highest court, the Constitutional Court,
will be dominated by foreign judges. The three judges
who will hold the balance of power cannot be citizens
of Bosnia.
Bosnia’s central bank, for the first six years, “may
not extend credit by creating money”-a
prohibition
consistent with the desires of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). [The UN peacekeepers
are stooges
for the international
bankers-the
New World Order
Elitists.
That’s about it. isn ‘t it?]
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EXPANDING

COSMOS

From the January 20 issue of the MODESTO BEE,
[quoting:]
On Monday. a team of astronomers announced that,
using the Hubble Space telescope [a suspicious beginning since, according to Hutonn, the Hubble was never
launched into space], they had found 1,500 to 2,000

new galaxies in a slice of the heavens only one-25th of
a degree wide. They estimate the discovery multiplies
by fivefold the number of galaxies in the universe to
some 50 billion. They have discovered that the universe contains perhaps 100 billion billion more stars
than previously estimated. [Amazingly, there are many,

many people who still insist there is no life outside of
our own planet Earth. Then there are the rest of us who
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HAROLD
H. GREENE:
CZAR
FRETS
OVF’.R
INDUSTRY -- ii-LF,sR
----

In addition to his role as unofficial telecom czar,
Harold Greene presided in the federal court in which
Eustace Mullins filed his one-hundred-million-dollar
law suit against the ADL-and
inappropriately dismissed his case with prejudice, meaning it could never
be refiled. The bracketed comments are from Eustace’s
article which appeared in the September 26, 1995 issue
of COST;IC7’ (pg. 23). Here’s the article which appeared in the February 12 issue of THE IMLL STREET
JOURNAL,
[quoting:]
On the day President Clinton signed the historic
telecommunications
bill last week, the ceremony at the
Library of Congress was packed with politicians and
everyone who was anyone in the telecom industry. U.S.
District Court Judge Harold H. Greene wasn’t invited.
Technically, Judge Greene oversaw the 1984 consent
decree governing the breakup of the old American
Telephone &Telegraph Co. In practice, he became this
country’s telecom czar, profoundly affecting the shape
and direction of an entire industry. The seven newly
created Baby Bells had to go before Judge Greene, hats
in hand, for his permission on many matters. And in
more than 150 major rulings and hundreds of minor
decisions, he dictated what they could-and couldn’tdo.
The new act nullifies the consent decree, prompting some industry wags to call it the Judge Greene
Retirement Act. Judge Greene says in an interview that
he worries abut whether the
new Iaw is tough enough to
stop phone giants from essen- r
tially re-erecting
the monopoly that he spent a career
helping to tear apart.
Harold H. Greene was
born Heinz Grunhaus into a
Jewish family in 1923 in
Frankfurt.
He fled [or, Iike
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In his most celebrated defeat, Judge Greene in 1987
get into in-liie services, arguing they might trample the fragile new market. In
1990. an aDDeals court overturned him. He later issued
an o;der ia’menting the risks and granting the Bells
entry-but
immediately suspended it until all appeals
had been exhausted.
The Bells filed an emergency
appeal. and the appeals court granted them immediate
relief, noting that Judge Greene’s decisions to stay his
own order was “an abuse” of his judicial discretion.
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[This is one of the more insignificant
examples of the
treasonous crimes cornmilled by Greenhaus in hisfifty
years in this counfry.]
CITIZENS

OF

THE

SOIL

c_

-
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settled by a judge who based his decision on “what was
customary in the community”, and where there were no
established customs, the decision was based on “common sense and fairneSS".
COIIImOn law has its origin in
early England, and was brought to America by the
colonists during a time when few legal precedents were
available on which to base court decisions,” according
to Belli’s book. Everybody’s Guide to the Law. Nelson
pointed out interpretations of common law can very
widely.
Weeks claimed Washington, D.C. was incorporated in 187 1 “without consent or knowledge of the
people”, and the federal government’s jurisdiction
should reach only as far as the IO-mile radius of
Washington’sboundaries.
“States should govern themselves” with limited federal authority.
Among the claims and demands made by the Citi-

Some of these names may be familiar to CONTACT
readers. From the January 23 issue of THE RATON zens of the soi1 are:
* An order to nullify U.S. treaties and agreements,
RANGE (New Mexico), [quoting:]
A group of recently arrived Raton residents claims including NAFTA and GATT.
* A mandate that the mint of the U.S. Department
documents filed with the Colfax County clerk-seeking
the creation of a new legal currency, the arrest of the 50 of Treasury be used to print “only new lawful curstates’ governors, and the establishment of a new court rencY”.
* Each of the 50 governors of the U.S. states be
system -are simply the means to get the United States
A group calling itself arrested and held “pending investigation into their
“back to the constitution.”
“Citizens of the Soil” has filed numerous documents in acts”. The filed documents accuse the governors of
the clerk’s office since Dec. 1. One of the people listed “working in collusion with foreign entities to subvert
as a filer of the documents said the group plans to file this nation and place its People into slavery.”
* “Through collusion with the British Prime Minmore documents in support of its claims. Rex Weeks
said he is part of a group of people “simply document- ister, Winston Churchill (former President Franklin
ing evidence and presenting it to get the change we D.) Roosevelt maneuvered the Japanese government
into a position of having to bomb Pearl Harbor” in
believe is necessary for the country.”
1941.
The- filed documents
* The federal income tax “has become a prime
claim the American people
“have remained under the source of commercial warfare being waged against the
yoke of commercial tyranny People of this nation.”
* The United Nations is “a repugnancy and an
and warfare” imposed by the
government.
The federal oozing sore” whose sole purpose is the destruction of
government and “its corpo- this nation, and all others, in order to place itself in a
position of authority over the entire planet.”
rate subdivisions”-states* An order that all national debt be forgiven, except
have “escalated” their actions
r that owed to “Sovereign Citizens of the Republic”.
into “outright theft, unlawMax Warburg, was allowed to
ful imprisonment, mayhem
leave] the Nazis at age 20 to
and murder,” the documents
MORE
READING;
emigrate to the U.S., where he
claim. The documents acchanged his name. He served
cuse the government of “exby Eustace
Mullins
in the U.S. Army [in infellicessive taxation” and “ungence in Germany with Henry
lawful fines imposed through
The Curse Of Canaan
Kissinger]
until 1947 and
intentional misapplication of
A Demonology of History
settled in Washington, D.C.,
the laws.”
(COC) $15.00, 242 pages
attending law school at night
The group has submitted
and working days as a translaits documents to the U.S.
tor and watchmaker. [He was
Murder By Injection
Supreme court, asking the
recruited
into the Sonnefelfcountry’s highest judicial
The Story of the Medical Conspiracy
Kissinger
Axis, a cabal of
hods to support, and thus orAgainst America (MBI) $15.00, 361 pages
German Jews who soon i&ider into effect, the statements
traled the federal governtnent
and actions contained in the
Rape Of Justice
on behalf of the Rockefellers
Along with
documents.
America’s
Tribunals Exposed
and their German Partners,
Weeks, those signing the
the notorious
I.G. Farben
(ROJ) 818.00, 535 pages
documents are David and
chemical monopoly.
In WashShirley Newby, Ronald and
ington,
they ‘replaced
t”he
Betty
Jackson,
Charles
The Secrets Of The Federal Reserve
Judge Harold H. Greene
Harold Ware cell, an espioMiller, Alfonso Velazquez
(SFR) $15.00, 201 pages
nage group
run by Felix
and Donnah Wintch.
Frankfurter,
Supreme Court Justice, which had to go
Talk about the Citizens of the Soil has circulated
The World Order
.
underground
because of the exposure of Alger Hiss.]
among officials at the county courthouse, as well as
He later joined the Justice Department and worked on some local residents ever since several members of the
Our Secret Rulers
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. President Carter ap- group tried to file documents in late November. During
(TWO) %15.00,297
pages
pointed him to the federal bench in Washington, and on one of the visits to the courthouse, members of the
his first day on the job-May
19,1978-he
was handed group visited with District Judge Peggy Nelson. Nelson
the case of a lifetime:
the antitrust lawsuit against said they wanted training in “common law” procedure
To order Eustace Mullins’ superb books,
AT&T.
and inquired about the availability of court room space.
please write to:
The resulting consent decree spun off the seven The judge described the group’s understanding of comBells and banned them from equipment and long- mon law as “entirely different” from hers.
Ezra Pound Inztitate Of Cfvilization
distance service. In the later years, the Bells tried
“1 believe they have no basis in law or reality to
P.O. Box 1105
repeatedly to evade the bans. Judge Greene usually pursue a parallel court system,” Nelson said. AccordStaunton, VA 24402.
turned them down. Yet when an appeals court over- ing to MeIvin Belli, a lawyer and author who founded
turned him on several key issues, the Bells say he was the International Academy of Trial Lawyers, common
(for shipping
and handling,
add 10%)
slow to give them what they had won.
law is defined as a system in which disputes were
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The Four Horsemen
Editor ‘s nofe: The beginning ofthrs series, Article
I, Section 1. appeared
in the 1.;16,96 CONTACT on
page 14; Article I, Section 2, appeared in the 1123196
CONTACT on page 13. Here we continue with Nora’s
research on a subject most relevant as we enter 1996!
FREEMASONS,ILLUMINATI,
ZIONISTS,
BOLSHEVIK/COMMUNISTS
AND THE
LEAGUE
OF NATIONS

Article

II-Section

1

At the end of World War I (1 I/ I l/ 18) a peace treaty
was hurriedly signed between the belligerents
at
Versailles (outside of Paris), France, with the plan that
a Peace Conference would be held later to work out
specific details. Included in the plans of many at the
Peace Conference was a homeland in Palestine for the
Jews and a League of Nations, supposedly to insure the
peace from that time forward. The Freemasons were
very active in preparing and promoting the plans for a
League of Nations.
I will refresh your memory on some pertinent points
regarding Freemasonry, as researched in my earlier
articles on the subject in the CONTACT newspaper.
(Please see bibliography for a list of CONTACT issues
which carry these articles.)
These articles will also
help you realize the truth of Hatonn’s recent statement
that Zionists, Freemasons and Communists are all the
same! Keep this in mind as we go along.
Through the book titled Destruction
of Freemasonry Through Revelation
o/their Secrefs, by General
Erich Ludendorf, which I reviewed, it became clear
that: (1) Freemasonry is run by, or has direct links to,
the Jewish Priesthood and promotes Jewish doctrines;
(2) According to the Basic Constitutions of Freemasonry, which agree in all countries, the rulers of various
countries act as “Vicars of Solomonis”, to the real head
who must be of the “lineage of Solomonis”-a
Jew; (3)
Many of the members of the Committee of 300 (which
are the anti-Christ group, according to Hatonn), are
also members of Jewish Freemasonry, called B’nai
B’rith, which has its headquarters in the United States
and is closely aligned with the Anti-Defamation League
(ADL); (4) There are unknown numbers of secret
Jewish Freemasonic orders: (5) Freemasonic doctrines, teachings and purposes support: a. a homeland
for the Jews; b. the rebuilding of Solomon’s Temple;
C.
internationalism;
d. “free trade”; e. Jewish
symbols, colors, Old Testament teachings, as well as
Gnosticism, Gematria and Caballa;
f. Weishauptl
Lucifer’s Code (i.e., abolition of patriotism, religion,
inheritance, marriage, morality and governments), at
least, or especially within the higher degrees. This
code was followed exactly (according to Nesta Webster
in her book, World Revolution) by the Bolshevik Jews’
Revolution in Russia during and after W. W.1; g. There
were several secret German Freemasonic Orders which
used numbers
instead of names.
According
to
Ludendorf, lodges with numbers 7 and 11 were very
involved in questionable war activities in Germany
before and during W.W.I. He did not have more
information on them. However, when reading Antony
Sutton’s book titled America’s Secret Establishment,
I learned that the original lodge, now called the Order
of Skull and Bones, at Yale University, was a secret.
numbered German Lodge #322. Knowing the Masonic
use of Gematria, which adds numbers across, it appears
that #322 really means #7 lodge.-The fullim$ications
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Encyclopedia

&wner

Of The Apocalypse
of this are not yet clear.
Further. remember that when Adam Weishaupt/
Lucifer was banished from Bavaria, due to the discovery of his plans for world domination, he was given
asylum at the estate of Saxe-Gotha. The lords of SaxeGotha are related to the House of Hanover and thus the
English Monarchy. Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha was
later Consort to Queen Victoria.
It is known that
Weishaupt was given an income and the title of “Honorary Councilor” by Ernest, Duke of Saxe-Gotha. He
also counselled the Rothschilds and continued his subversive activities until his death in 1830. Although a
record of his activities has not been provided to us, we
know he was alive during much of the activity of the
British East India Company, the American and French
Revolutions, the establishment ofthe new United States
Government, the witch trials in Massachusetts, Genera1 Morgan’s murder in 1826 due to his publication of
Masonic rituals, the Congress of Vienna, etc.
You may recall that General Ludendorf was a German General in World War I. He knew first-hand of the
problems created by the Masons and the Committee of
300 in Germany, and their questionable loyalty to their
own country. Ludendorf prepared and published his
research on Freemasonry between W.W.1 and W.W.H.
Unfortunately, he did not know about or did not differentiate between Zionist or non-Zionist Jews.
If you look up the subject of “Freemasonry” in the

Judaica,
you will learn that the Jews
disclaim much involvement with it. The reason, I
believe, is that while some leaders in Freemasonry have
stated they are linked directly to the Jewish Priesthood,
this link has not been made a public one outside of
Freemasonry, for the most part. The fact that Freemasons, Zionists and BolshcvikXommunists
are following the same agenda under a secret hierarchy, not
realized by the individual groups in question. might
create some concerns among those who think they are
pursuing a harmless social activity.
I have reviewed the above information so that you
will better understand the basic connections to and
ramifications of the involvement of Freemasons in
preparations for the League of Nations. The League of
Nations after W.W.1 was a critical part in an early plan
for a one-world government under the Committee of
300 and the Jews. Count Leon de Poncins, in his book,
State Secrets, gives an account of the preparational
activity of the Freemasons prior to the Peace Conference, deliberately planned in advance to include a
League of Nations within the Peace Agreements. Seeds
of propaganda towards internationalism and one-world
government had been planted well before the Conference. In fact, in reviewing the history of W.W.1, I
found statements made by several persons in positions
of government which revealed their belief in or purpose
for a one-world, international government. When you
consider the international scope of Freemasonry, their
unquestioning loyalty to their “superiors”, and the
numbers of Freemasons world-wide, you realize what a
base for propaganda purposes these secret societies
provided to their masters.
Consider well that the League of nations was only
one plan to take over the individual sovereignty of
nations, and eliminate any “patriotism”, according to
Weishaum’s Code. The Bolshevik Revolution eliminated many “patriots” in quick order. Also, even the
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Peace Conference so drastically changed national borders and governments (the victors took the spoils) that
citizens had to receive special instructions as to which
country they now belonged, and special teams went out
to supervise new national boundaries. It is appalling
what happened to the map of Europe, the Ottoman
Empire, and Germany via the “Peace Conference”. In
my opinion. America should have continued to heed
President Washington’s wise warning: **Stay out of
Europe’s wars”. He also warned against the “Illuminati”, or “illuminized Freemasonry”.
It may surprise you to hear that, according to Fritz
Springmeier. some Jewish Masons from Turkey, speaking the latino language, are said to have assassinated
the Archduke of Austria and started W.W.1 (Ref.: The
Top 13 Illutninati
Bloodlines,
by Fritz Springmeier).
Mr. Springmeier is an avid and diligent investigator of
the llluminati. Much of his information was gathered
from private interviews.
To return to the part played by the Freemasons at
the end of W.W.1 in preparation for the Peace Conference and the League of Nations, I will quote from Count
Leon de Poncin’s article titled: “Versailles to World
War II”, in his book, State Secrets, (quote):
Jewish power, which had been exercised secretly as
regards Palestine, became more visible in the course of
the peace negotiations which followed the defeat of
Germany.
On 28th to 30th June 1917 a great international
Masonic conference was held at the headquarters of the
Grand Orient in Paris-an ultra-secret meeting of absolutely vital historic significance, at which nearly
every Allied and neutral lodge was represented.
The
object of this reunion was to lay the foundations of a
Peace Treaty, to prepare the creation of a future League
of Nations, and to set out the general principles governing the new society which was to emerge after the war.
A commission was formed, and as a result of its
labours, Brother Lebey read out a resolution comprisina thirteen articles which was to become a Charter of
international Masonic doctrine.
Six months later, Brother Wilson, the President of
the United States, supported by Brother House and his
faithful Jewish advisers, Baruch and Brandeis, set out
before the whole world his famous Fourteen Points,
thirteen of which were taken in their entirety from the
Masonic Congress of Paris in June 1917.
This fact may be unknown to the general public, but
it is nevertheless indisputably true.
We will now
reproduce several typical passages from this Congress,
taken from the book which I devoted to the whole
subject in 1936. La SociPt6 des .Vations-Super-Etat
Jfaconnique.

“This war”. said Brother Corneau. President of the
Grand Orient of France, in his opening speech. “which
was unleashed by the military autocracies. has become
a formidable quarrel in which the democracies have
organized themselves against the military powers”.
(Leon de Poncins, op. cit., p. 7 1) [N: Germany did not
declare war on the Allies, it was the other way around.
The Allies declared war on Germany when she invaded
neutral Belgium. Also, please note the use of the word
“democracies”, which will be used with more frequency
from this time forward in the one-world newspeak.]
“The great war of 1914, which was inflicted first on
France, Belgium and Russia, then on Europe, and
finally upon the whole world by German aggression,
has itself gradually and continually brought into definition the character of the struggle, which is revealed
as one between two opposing principles: that of Democracy and of lmperialism....From
the violation of
Belgian neutrality to the rising of the USA, and not
excluding the Russian Revolution, there is not one fact
which cannot be brought forward as a proof of this
gigantic duel between two hostile principles.” (Brother
A. Lebey, ibid,, p. 76) [N: Isn’t it interesting how
Masonic leadership, following the lead, perhaps, of the
media controllers, see the Bolshevik Revolution through
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rose-colored glasses?]
Incidentally, it is noteworthy that the Communist
writer, H. Barbusse, wrote in L ‘Huwanitk, on 9th August 1914: “This is a social war which will witness a
big step forward, perhaps the final one, in our cause. It
is being waged against our everlasting enemies: militarism and imperialism, the sword, the book, and. 1
should add, the crown”. (H. Barbusse: Paroles d’un
conrbattant, p. 9). Not long after the war, Mr. Coolidge.
President of the United States, publicly stated in a
speech at Hammond in 1927: “The chief question at
stake in this formidable conflict was to decide which
form of government was to predominate among the
great nations of the world: the autocratic form or the
republican form. Victory finally remained on the side
of the people.” (Reuter, London, 1927)
Thus the First World War, which commenced as a
national war, was transformed by Freemasonry into a
social war. But it was also a holy war.
“If ever there was a holy war, this is it, and we
should never forget it.” (Brother Lebey, ibid., p 89)
However, Freemasonry goes further than this, and
uses victory in order to establish a new order in the
world, based on the principles of the first revolution of
1789. [N: We begin to see Masonry’s actual purpose,
a “new order in the world”.]
“It is the duty of Freemasonry at the close of the
cruel drama now being played out, to make its great and
humanitarian voice heard, and to guide the nations
towards a general organization which will become their
safeguard.” (Brother Cornea& ibid., p. 66)
Brother Meoni of Italy declared that “future humanity must be established on absolutely new foundations” (ibid., p. 110).
Freemasonry is also revealed as the instrument
which created the League of Nations, and which in turn
became the very objective of the whole war. The
minutes of an earlier meeting, at which preparations
for the Congress in June were put in hand, state:
“The object of this Congress will be to investigate
the means of elaborating the Constitution of the League
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of Nations” (ibid., p. 65).
At the Congress itself, Brother Corneau stated:
“Freemasonry, which labours for peace, intends to
study this new organism, the League of Nations. Freemasonry will be the propaganda agent of this conceplion of universal peace and happiness” (ibid., p. 7 1). In
Brother Lebey’s opinion, “the League of Nations is the
whole object of the war. The whole world realizes that
a peace which was simply an instrument of diplomacy
lvould be incomplete and that it should represent the
first step towards the League of Nations” (ibid., p. 84).
[N: Propaganda indeed-worldwide,
through the secret societies of Freemasonry.]
Finally, President Wilson is openly acclaimed as
the agent of Freemasonry in this work. On page 117 of
my work, La Sociktd des Nations, I quote the resolution
which the Congress addressed to him:
“This Congress sends to Mr. Wilson, President of
the United States, the homage of its admiration and the
tribute of its recognition of the great services he has
rendered humanity; declares that it is happy to collaborate with President Wilson in this work of international
justice
and democratic
fraternity,
which
is
Freemasonry’s own ideal; and affirms that the eternal
principles of Freemasonry are completely in harmony
with those proclaimed by President Wilson for the
defence of civilization and the liberty of peoples....”
(Motion by Brother General Peigne)
Brother Lebey’s communication to the Council of
the Order on December 9th, 1917 effectively sums up
the whole situation:
“It is a question of knowing which is right: good
faith or lies, Good or Evil, Liberty or Autocracy. The
present conflict is the continuation of that which began
in 1789, and one of these two principles must triumph
or die. The very life of the world is at stake. Can
humanity live in freedom; is it worthy of it? Or is it
fated to live in slavery? That is thevital question in the
present catastrophe, and all the democracies have given
their answer.
“There is no question of retreat or compromise. In
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a war in which the opposing princiDles are so clearly and distinctly
d&ined, no one c&Id hesitate ai
to his duty. riot to defend our
country would be to surrender
the Republic. Our country and
our Republic. Socialism and the I
spirit of Revolution. these are
inseparably
bound together”
(ibid.. p. 62).
If the Treaty of Versailles
was the \vork of Masonry. it was
also a great Jewish victory. The
A list of some few known participants
in the Balfour Declaration, the U.S. entry into W.W.1, the Bolprincipal European monarchies
shevik Revolution and the Versailles Peace Conference, including the League of Nations, most pertinent to
had been overthrown. The haled
the people of the United States and the subject at hand:
Tsarist regime had been swept
away, and all the members of the
imperial family who were in RusNAME
DESCRIPTION
OF KNOWN AFFILIATIONS
sia at the time had been savagely
massacred. Russia had been bled
Clemenceau (leader of France)
Pro-Zionist, Rothschild agent
white, bound hand and foot and
delivered to the Bolsheviks whose
Lloyd George (P.M. England)
Pro-Zionist, member of the Committee of 300
principal
leaders, apart from
Woodrow Wilson (Pres. U.S.A.)
Pro-Zionist, Mason
Lenin (who however was born of
Winston
Churchill
(England)
Pro-Zionist,
Member of the Committee of 300, Member of an Illuminati
a Russian father and Jewish
family
mother) and Stalin, were at that
time Jewish. [N: Stalin had a
very strong-willed Jewish wife,
ADVISORS TO WILSON
who, together with her family, continually supervised his actions.]
Revolution raged throughout
Bernard Baruch
Jewish, pro-League of Nations but not in favor of separate Jewish homeEurope, and without exception
land. Economic advisor at conference.
Internationalist.
all the leaders were Jews.
Judge
Louis
Brandeis
Jewish;Zionist,
head
of
Zionism
in
U.S.A.
until a dispute with
Finally,
the Jews
had
Wiezmann.
achieved their supreme conquest:
Palestine.
John Foster Dulles
Pro-Zionist and pro-internationalist,
married into Rockefeller (Illuminati)
As Leon Motzkine, president
family, advisor at Peace Conference.
of the Committee of Jewish DelFelix
Frankfurter
Nephew of Judge Brandeis, a Jew who did not participate in Jewish
egations, stated in an article entraditions
until late in life, pro-Zionist.
titled “The Jewish minoritv and
the League of Nations”, which
Pro-Zionist,
Mason, member of the Committee of 300, involved with Kuhn
Col. E.M. House
Les
appeared
in
JuifsLoeb (Banking and Jacob Schist), advisor at Peace Conference, and Iilumi-

List Of Participants In
Balfour Declaration

Ttmoignnges

de

nolre

temps

(September
1933):
“At
Versailles, everything had been
minutely prepared and nothing
had been left to chance. That
was a moment
of triumph
savoured in silence”.
The leaders of the three big
powers at Versailles, Wilson,
Clemenceau and Lloyd George.
were surrounded by Jewish AdThe preponderance
of
visers.
Jewish influence in the course of I
the debates made a profound
impression on certain observers.and
i
theiropinionhadbeensummedupbj
the English writer, E.J. Dillon:
“It may seem amazing to
some readers, but it is nonetheless a fact that a considerable
number of Delegates believed that
the real influences behind the
Anglo-Saxon
peoples
were
Semitic.. .they concluded that the
sequence of expedients framed
and enforced in this direction
were inspired by the Jews. assembled in Paris for the purpose
of realizing
their carefully
thought-out programme, which
they succeeded in having substantially
executed.. . .The formula into which this policy was
thrown by the members of the
Conference, whose countries it
affected, and who regarded it as
fatal to the peace of Eastern EUZ

Henrv Morgenthau.

Sr.

nati.
Jewish, pro-Zionist,

served on Exec. committee

B’nai B’rith in U.S.A. 1911.

BANKERS
Rothschild

(England

and France)

Jacob Schiff (U.S.A.)
Paul WarburP (U.S.A.)
Max Warburg (Germany)

Jews, Zionists, members of the Committee of 300, members of Illuminati
bloodline.
Jewish pro-Zionist,
pro-Bolshevik,
agent of Rothschild, helped promote
and set up Federal Reserve System with Paul Warburg.
Jewish, pro-Zionist,
agent of Rothschild,
helped promote and set up Federa1 Reserve System.
Jewish, brother to Paul, head of Secret Service in Germany. Allowed Lenin
and his cohorts to cross Germany from Switzerland on way to Russia and
the October 1917 Bolshevik Coup. Agent of Rothschild.
OTHER

King George

V

Lord Arthur Balfour
Lord Grey
Sir DouPlas Haig

ENGLISHMEN

Pro-Zionist, member of the Committee of 300, member of Illuminati bloodGrand Patron of Freemasonry.
line: the “Merovingians”,
Jewish, pro-Zionist, member of the Committee of 300
Pro-Zionist, member of the Committee of 300.
Member of the Committee of 300, (he insisted on continuing the war until
“total victory”, thereby losing at least another 200,000 men).

As more names surface as we go along I will try to identify their afftliations

to you.

Ref.: State &wets, by Count Leon de Poncins; Conspirators’ Hierarchy, The Story of the Committee of
300, by Dr. John Coleman; Encyclopedia Judaica;, The Top 13 Illuminati Bloodlines, by Fritz Springmeier.
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RIIA, etc. This will be discussed in a bit,
with US! Further, his explanation of Freemasonry’s
“Utopia” as being an “economic government”, which
World War 1 helped create a Communist State.
he appears to believe should answer any concerns about M ax Warburg funded Lenin and his revolutionaries.
it, begs the question of “whose” government, as well as Jacob Schiff gave a known $20 million to Lenin. J.P.
all those “mystical “, “magical” and “Luciferian” teach- M organ & Co. helped finance the Bolshevik revolution.
ings of Freemasonry. 1 think Mr. Gelli and Mr. Capri Alfred de Rothschild also helped finance the BolsheI have a later book titled, Behind the Facades olthe
Masonic Temple, by Lolly Zomalsky, published in 1989, have certainly proved themselves part of a Masonic viks. (End quote.)
wherein a member of the P-2 Lodge in Italy and Licio conspiracy and certainly un-American.
Fritz Springmeier, in his book, The Top 13 IllumiGelli’s friend and supporter, writer Pier Capri, sums up
The above quote was taken from the section of
what Gelli taught about Freemasonry. 1 quote from his nati Bloodlines,
has some comments on W.W.1, the Springmeier’s book titled “The Rothschild Bloodlines,
Peace
Conference and the subsequent Creation
Of the Part 2”, by David Smith.
summary (quote):
I recommend
Mr.
Foreign Relations Institutions (i.e., the Council on Springmeier’s book; there is a great deal of research
“The course of Masonic communities in different Foreign Relations and its counter-part, the Royal Insti- packed into it. Mr. Springmeier does not believe that
countries, including Italy, is determined to a very large tuteofIntemationalAffairs-allpartoftheCommitteeof300
t h e J ews as a group are the cause of our problems (to
extent by the United States, where Masonry is espe- organization, according to Dr. John Coleman.) (Quote:)
which I agree), but rather the problem is the Satanists,
cially powerful...
headed by the satanic bloodlines of the Illuminati
WORLD
WAR
I
“The US actions are directed at defending NATO
(some of whom call themselves
“Jews”).
Mr.
and isolating the USSR and other countries of real
Springmeier has interviewed several ex-Illuminati, or
Rothschild connections to the First World War are ex-Satanists, who described some of the satanic rituals
communism. The positions of the transnationals, most
of whose leaders are Masons, are fundamental to this an excellent example of controlled conflict. Gn the of the Illuminati bloodlines, having participated in
them (willingly
or unwillingly)
at one time and having
Allied side the British and French Houses financially
orientation...
“The Masons have drafted under Anglo-American
supported their countries’ battles. Some Rothschilds escaped them, only to be killed or unjustly imprisoned
influence a plan for the future restructuring of the were even soldiers, although they didn’t see much as a result of their disclosures.
world. Its criteria are far less utopian that one might action. J.P. Morgan Bank was a big financial help to
The top thirteen (it appears to me there are actually
think. It envisages the abolition of national borders the Allied cause. It was the Allies’ “purchasing agent” fourteen identified in the book) illuminati bloodlines
while the ethnic and religious differences and tradi- until the U.S. entered the war. It also created a syndi- are Rothschild, Rockefeller, Astor, Du Pont, Freeman,
Gate that financed “modernization”
in China, t0 help Bundy, Collins, Reynolds, Van Duyn, Kennedy, Li
tions of various nations will be retained.
“The fundamental law of the ‘utopia’ is merely the defend that country against the Japanese threat.
(China), Onassis, Russell, and the “Merovingians”,
The Elite wanted America in the war. Historian according to conclusions reached by Mr. Springmeier.
law of profit and the establishment of a world ‘ecoBy the same logic, the Charles Tansill noted: “...the large banking interests H’is investigations are not yet complete. Of course, all
nomic government’.”
transnational monopolies have set out to subordinate
were deeply interested in the World War because of of the families named above have branches which may
wide opportunities for large profits.
On August 3, use other names as well. In Mr. Springmeier’s system
the socialist economies.
“Masonry in capitalist countries encourages the 1914, even before the actual clash of arms, the French the Sassoons are a branch of the Rothschild Bloodline.
tendency in which private property will be the lawful firm of Rothschild Freres cabled to Morgan and ComI do not have enough knowledge on the Illuminati
social instrument. It should be made to work first and pany in New York suggesting the floatation of a loan of t o confirm or to disagree with Mr. Springmeier.
He
a substantial part of which was to be d oes explain his reasons for including each Bloodline
foremost by putting commerce and industry under the SlOO,OOO,OOO.OO,
control of special narrow corporations which will epito- left in the United States, to pay for French purchases of in the group. Hatonn recently made the statement that
mize economic and therefore, directly or indirectly,
American goods.”
there are probably “seven really top-level heads” to the
The Lusifania was a ploy. It was packed with some conspiracy and “ten fire-breathing dragons”. Undoubtpolitical power...
“It is in this direction that the Trilateral Commis- Morgan-owned ammunition. had been given over to edly, in time, we will recognize them all!
The next article will deal more specifically with the
sion, considered an emanation of US Masonry, is work- England as a member of the navy, and despite the
ing. Under Carter is supported the policy of detente in warnings of the Germans was sent into a naval war Versailles Peace Conference, the homeland for the
catalyst for Jews in Palestine and the League of Nations.
order to contaminate communism ideologically. Some zone, specifically to be a target-the
My
America’s
entrance
to
the
war.
A
knowledgeable
Ameri- purpose in writing this series is to give a “thumb-nail
other members of that organization argued that detente
benefited the Soviet Union alone, which made a course can State Department failed to warn the U.S. citizens sketch” of how we have arrived at our present situation
toward an arms buildup preferable to it. That argument aboard the ship of the voyage’s definite danger. and through elaborating some of the critical events and
prevailed when US President Ronald Reagan had taken Churchill ordered the Lusitania’s naval escort to return stages along the way. You may recall that the assassito port, and the fated ship was left unprotected, to be nation of Israel’s Prime Minister, Mr. Rabin, and the
office.” (End quote.)
sunk. Rothschild agent Colonel House probably knew present-day Middle East Peace Conference were the
While Capri confirms the present day, continuing,
international, one-government purpose of Masonry, as of this plot; records point to a discussion of it between events which prompted these articles. The subject of
well as its connections to the Trilaterist Commission, I him and Sir Edward Grey of England. Historian Cohn the more recent Middle East Peace Conferences will be
called the sinking of the IhSifa??ia
the “foulest taken up towards the end of this series.
was disturbed by this article, and its apparent propa- Simpson
ganda. What a self-deluding and self-destructive idea act of willful murder ever committed on the seas”
Bibliography: Articles on freemasonry reviewing
On the Axis side the Rothschild network was also General Ludendorf s book which appeared in the folis the one ascribed to President Carter and his detente
money.
with Russia as being intended to “contaminate commu- funnelling
Another family allied to the lowing issues of the CONTACT newspaper: 7/l l/95,8/
nism ideologically”.
We are speaking of the President Rothschilds was the Warburgs. Max Warburg, brother 1195, 10/3/95, 10/10/95, 12126195; Destruction of
of a nation of 250,000,OOO people to defend, and Capri of Kuhn-Loeb’s Paul Warburg, ran a family financial F reemasonry Through Revelation of their Secrets, by
and, apparently the Trilateralists, are playing games powerhouse in Frankfort, Germany (One of the reasons General Erich Ludendorf (1927) Translated J. Elizathe Rothschilds were able to liquidate their Frankfort beth Roester, P.0. Box 280, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
bank the Warburgs would run things). Max was the 48107, The Noontide Press, P.O. Box 76062, L.A., CA,
rope, was this: ‘Henceforth the world will be governed
by the Anglo-Saxon peoples who, in turn, are swayed
The
by their Jewish elements’.”
(Dr. E.J. Dillon:
Peace Conference,
pp. 422,423) (End quote.)
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Warburg connections reported to have helped the Axis
powers financially.
At theendofthe warin 1919, theTreatyofVersailles
meetings were attended by Rothschild-connected
men
like Paul and Max Warburg, John Foster Dulles (of
Kuhn-Loeb), Colonel House, Thomas Lamont (of Morgans) and Allen Dulles (of Kuhn-Loeb).
The harsh
terms of the Treaty of Versailles totally set the stage for
World War Il. Said one delegate: “This is no peace;
this is only a truce for twenty years”. Sure enough in
1939 the second World War started.
Another product of the Versailles meetings was the
Elite’s Charter for the League of Nations-the
Illuminati’s first attempt at creating a global institution. The League of Nations failed. This called for the
need to create a think tank/special interest organization that could promote the new world order. Thus the
Creation
of the Foreign Relations Institutions-the
CFR,

90005;
Conspirators
’ Hierarchy,
The Story of The
Committee o/300, by Dr. John Coleman, Joseph Holding Co., Las Vegas, NV; The Top 13 Illuminati Blood-

1.rnes, by Fritz Springmeier, 5316 S.E. Lincoln, Portland, OR 97215; Stare Secrets, by Count Leon de
p oncins, Britons (Publisher) (1975), printed U.S.A.
(1988), translator, Timothy Tindal-Robertson; Encyclopedia Judaica, MacMillan Co., Jerusalem (197I),
subjects: Freemasonry, Morgenthau, Brandeis, Frankfurter, John Dulles, History; Behind fhe Facade o/the
Masonic Temple, by Lolly Zamolsky, Progress Publishers, Chicago, IL (1989); America ‘s Secret Esfablishment, an Introduction

by

to the Order of Skull and Bones,

C. Sutton, Liberty House Press, 2027 Iris,
World Revolution, by
Billings,
MT 59102 (1986);
Nesta H. Webster (Mrs. Arthur Webster 1921-1964),
Gwen Pub. Co., Box 3089, Waco, TX; Two Audiotapes
titled: “Illuminati” by Myron Fagan, available from
Jordan Maxwell,
p.0. Box 7442 Burbank, CA 91510.
Antony
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State Supreme Court Ruling

HiteCaseSets.Flimsv
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OnNonElectionOfJudges
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GARY

WEAN

Editor’s note: In last week’s CONTACT, Part 1
included some pertinent
exhibits (A thru G). We are
printing again (immediately
below) the introduction
with some additions and references
to the exhibits.
CONTACT:
PART
TWO
OF A
TWO-PART
SERIES

In the fall of 1995, the two convicted L.A.P.D.
officers in the Rodney King case were due to be released
from the Federal Penitentiary.
Los Angeles County Supervisor
Michael D.
Antonovich knew the terrible problems that had beset
the two officers, Sgt. Stacy Koon and Officer Laurence
Powell, and their families.
In a move of compassion for their families, Supervisor Antonovich arranged a dinner at the L.A.P.D.
Academy to raise funds to pay lawyers fees and expenses incurred from the two trials.
The two officers were released to what is called a
“rehab house” in Los Angeles, a pre-conditioning prior
to their full release but still under parole conditions.
The “rehab house” was attacked by a heavily armed
man with the intent to kill Stacy Koon. Sgt. Koon was
away at the time but several people were killed by the
attacker before he himself was killed by the police.
In an act that amounts to vengeful persecution the
federal judges are trying to increase the length of the
original sentence and return the officers to the federal
penitentiary.
Also, the ADL put terrific influence and powerpressure on Supervisor Antonovich to cancel the fund
raising dinner.
The L.A. Police Academy is private property and
this dinner in no way was connected to the city or
county government or politics.
The first document you are about to read is a letter
I wrote to Supervisor Michael D. Antonovich on November 2, 1995, [see p. 22 OJ 2/13/96 CONTACT]
regarding his intention of holding the fund-raising
Along with this letter to the Supervisor, I
dinner.
included a copy of my lawsuit, Case No. 22953 1 AEW
[see Front Page story in the 9126195 CONTACT]. The
initials are those of the judge, Arthur E. Wallace, in the
County of Kern.
On December 1, 1995, Supervisor Antonovich responded to my letter [see Exhibit F in last week’s
CONTACT]. He had requested the L.A. County Counse1 De Witt W. Clinton to review and respond to my
lawsuit [see Exhibit G in last week’s CONTACT],
which named Governor Pete Wilson, John?iy?ochran,

Robert Shapiro, and Judge Lance Ito as defendants.
This set offan eye-opening set of events that will amaze
the citizens of America.
In his response, L.A. County Counsel De Witt W.
Clinton stated that the lawyers and “unelected” judges
relied totally on California Supreme Court case Binns
v. Hite (1964) 61 Cal. 2d 107 [see page 121. The
reading of this case, Binns v. Hite and a connected case,
Barrett v. Hite, exposes the most fantastic California
State corruption that, when seen and read by your own
eyes, will be absolutely unbelievable.
Part II of this article includes a copy of the two
infamous California Supreme Court cases and my letter
of January 2, 1996, responding to Supervisor Antonovich
and L.A. County Counsel De Witt W. Clinton.
In my lawsuit against Johnny Cochran, et al., there
has been a little trickery conducted by the Kern County
Court Clerk,
Johnny Cochran failed to answer the lawsuit and I
filed an “Entry of Default”, which a Deputy Clerk
dated, initialed, and put in the legal file.
Due to a little clerk skulduggery, it became impossible to make a hearing set in Superior Court (Kern
County) on February 9, 1996 at 8:00 a.m. On Wednesday, February 7, 1996, I sent the entire file to Superior
Court Judge Arthur E. Wallace, Dept. 7, Kern County,
California. Federal Express has guaranteed me that it
will be (will have been) delivered to the Court Clerk not
later than Thursday, February 8, 1996, 3:00 p.m.

***

/s/ Gary Wean
Feb. 8, 1996

January 2, 1996
Supervisor Michael D. Antonovich
Fifth District
Room 869
500 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, Calif.
90012
Sir:
RE: Your request of County Counsel De Witt W.
Clinton to “review and respond” to my correspondence
of November 2, 1995, MDA:tsh 24148.
I received a copy of County Counsel De Witt W.
Clinton’s ‘review’ dated December 15, 1995, and I
appreciate your prompt action of helping me to obtain
this information.
Lawyer De Witt W. Clinton and his assistant Halvor
S. Melom’s delusive “review” and trickery deception
RE: “unelectedjudges without any jurisdiction” reveal
their secret agenda.

It is an agenda totally separate from that of the
County Supervisors whose duty is to protect the people
and their well-being.
The Orange County Board of Supervisors fell victim to the County Counsel of Orange County and his
assistant Robert Austin. They deliberately and feloniously lied to and misled the Supervisors for over a year
regarding fraudulent financial manipulations involving billions of dollars. Under these ruthless conspiratorial machinations the Orange County Government
fell apart.
County Counsels are lawyers; they have their own
private, exclusive organization with its secret political
and financial agendas. They are committing these
treacherous deceptions and misleading county supervisors in concerted, connecting and coinciding operations in every county of the state of California.
Clinton and Melom in their “review” rely totally on
California Supreme Court case Binns v. Hire, L.A.
27737, (1964) 61 Cal 2d 107 and Election Code Sections, 25304 and 8203. They also rely on Barrett v.
Hite, L.A. 27736, which they do not mention in their
review but is very important in their deception. This
pair of flagrant crooks, Clinton and Melom, are well
aware that Election Code Sections 25304 and 8203 will
never hold up in full light of U.S. Supreme Court
decisions; the Voting Rights Act of 1965; and the
They are placing the Los
United States Constitution.
Angeles County Government in dire peril.
The entire illegal “unelected judge” scam was a
treasonous “set-up” from the very beginning.
Engineered by Harry Pregerson, Mickey Cohen, Menachem
Begin, Caspar Weinberger, Melvin Belli, Stanley Mosk,
Ira Glasser and Stanley Scheinbaum, etc., etc., it has
enslaved the citizens and government of California and
the federal Ninth Circuit in a corrupt judicial web of
absolute horror.
The people have been blocked out completely from
access to judicial due process as known and practiced
by Americans. I and others have been laughed at and
derided by ‘unelected judges’ stating from the bench
that they do not recognize the U.S. Constitution
and
that if I bring it up again I will be found in contempt of
their court and jailed.
By 1960-‘61, Harry Pregerson, Mickey Cohen,
Menachem Begin and Stanley Mosk had put into action
their plans to completely take over the California state
judiciary and the federal judicial system of the Ninth
Circuit. Much of the technical layout was actually
implemented by Melvin Belli and Stanley Mosk with
their associates in the Assembly, and money from their
narcotics activities was used to buy off the politicians.
Stanley Mosk at this time was highly involved personally in drug smuggling from Mexico with his mistress,
a black madam operating in the Wilshire District.
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Mosk was pulling political strings in Sacramento to
assist his madam in some businesses she used for a
front.
By 1962 the Assembly, with Mosk and Belli’s
outline, had cooked-up an amendment to Section 6 of
Article Vl of the state Constitution. This amendment
they put in place was clearly unconstitutional and was
done conspiratorially and knowingly without the necessary legislative jurisdiction to even consider it.
The amendment had to do with superior court
judges who had been appointed by the governors, and
they wanted them to become permanent judges without
their names ever appearing on a ballot. This amendment only included counties with a population of
5,000,OOO or more. Los Angeles was the only county in
California who had this population.
In 1963, under Mosk’s and Belli’s instructions, the
California
Legislators,
using the unconstitutional
amendment they’d made to Section 6, Article Vl of the
Constitution, legislated a new Election Code statute
without having legislative jurisdiction.
This Election
Code statute was called Section 25304. Now, at this
point in their game, the conspirators had feloniously
and fraudulently managed a new unconstitutional Election Code Section, 25304 which was derived from an
unconstitutional
amendment of Section 6, Article Vl
of the California State Constitution.
Back in the 1950s and 6Os, during Pregerson and
Begin’s treasonous activities, my partner Frank Hronek
and I were observing Mickey Cohen and Menachem
Begin. We made film and audio tapes of their meetings
withvarious people: to name a few, Caspar Weinberger,
Melvin Belli and Stanley Mosk. Our operator, Henry
Jacobs, recorded conversations between them regardAt
ing their operations of taking over the judiciary.
this same time there were discussions re: JFK and their
anger at him.
Candy Barr, Cohen’s girlfriend was present at
some of these meetings and Cohen was flying Candy
every week to 10 days to Dallas, Texas where she was
meeting with Jack Ruby. Mary Mercadante and Marilyn
Monroe were both being used by Mickey Cohen’s “loverboys”, Georgie Piscitelli and Sammy LoCigno. The
women were getting wise to them-the
same as Nicole
Simpson became wise to the “lover-boys”-and
to how
the women were being used to pick the brains of importan1 men. This got all of them killed; in 1961 Mercadante
was killed, and in 1962- when Monroe was threatening
to tell the Kennedys how they were being sabotaged,
she was killed. Both Mary and Marilyn were killed by
Piscitelli at the orders of Cohen and Begin.
Many other women were caught up in the ADL
spying insanity and have been killed between the time
of Monroe-Mercadante
and the present with Nicole
Simpson. These murders were ordered by the same
conspirators and for the same reason of covering up
their horrendous treasons and corruption and the harm
they have done to America. One notable case you
should be totally aware of is the Vickie Morgan murder,
which will expose the ADL Halacha fanatic mad-men
assassins and the whole mess.
All of this ADL insanity was going on while Dist.
Attorney William McKesson was threatening to have
Frank and me killed if we did not stop our investigations.
In my last correspondence to you I said that 1 was
fired after the meeting we had in Manley Bowler’s
office. That was what I had thought at the time because
Capt. Joseph McClure came to the Investigation Bureau and told me that Mr. Bowler had fired me. But 1
later learned that Mr. Bowler had not fired either Frank
or me and that Capt. McClure had lied.
In 1963 the situation was that Pregerson was prepared to move ahead on his judicial takeover of California-the
conspirators had loaded the municipal and
superior courts with “governor-appointed”
ADL shyster lawyers.
In a fast shuffle like “who’s on first, no, who’s on
third” Superior Court Judge Walter R. Evans declared
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that Election Code Section 25304 was unconstitutional.
But he neglected to rule at the same time that the
Amendment to Section 6, Article Vl with the same
wording was also unconstitutional.
Election Code
Section 25304 was derived from this unconstitutional
amendment.
In 1964 Benjamin S. Hite, the County Registrar of
Voters, then declared himself a principal of the ruling
that Section 25304 was unconstitutional.
Harold W.
Kennedy, County Counsel and Edward H. Gaylord,
Asst. County Counsel shuffled in to represent Registrar
Hite so that he could put a stop to the people’s right to
vote for their choice of judges.
In 1964 just before the primary election of June 2,
1964 the tempo of the “fast-shuffle” picks up. Mosk
and Belli’s associates at the State Supreme Court set up
a hearing “In Bank”. Walter S. Binns et al., is the
plaintiff and respondent-Loeb,
Loeb and Selvin represent the plaintiffs who, in actuality, were the lawyers
who were appointed as municipal court judges by the
governor. Hite, the Registrar of Voters, the alleged
defendant in this judicial abortion, was represented by
the County Counsel.
Registrar Hite and the appointed judges were both
after the same thing; they both wanted the reversal of
the judgement that called Statute 25304 unconslitutional. This would give them both the absolute power
and control they wanted so as to deny the people’s
constitutional right to vote for the person of their
choice.
During all of this corrupt judicial Mutt and Jeff setup, no one at any time represented the people and their
constitutional right to vote. The decision by Chief
Judge Gibson and five other “In Bank” judges was so
deliberately, outrageously unconstitutional that it was
unbelievable-legitimate lawyers
and top constitutional
students gasped in astonishment.
In Gibson’s own words, “Obviating the need for
balloting and the tabulating of votes did not abridge the
rights guaranteed by the Constitution section entitling
every citizen to vote at all elections authorized by law.”
Gibson went further: he declared that, “Obviating the
need for the qualified electors to cast votes was not
repugnant to the Constitution.”
It must be understood that lo “Obviate the need to
vote” means only one thing: “wipe-out, disposal of, or
removal of the people’s right tb vote.”
So at the finale-to
pin it down, this Obviation by
the “In Bank” judges in the Appeal of Binns 17.Hite,
Case no. L.A. 27737, March 11, 1964, spells out two
things: it encompasses only Election Code Section
25304 and pertains only to appointed municipal court
judges and their election without being voted for, in
relation to “any Judicial District” containing a population of 2,000,OOO or more, of which this special law
only fits Los Angeles County.
On the same date, March 11, 1964, Chief Judge
Gibson, again “In Bank” with the same five judges, in
Case No. L.A. 27736, Barrett v. Hite ruled that superior court judges who were appointed did not have to be
elected.
Except, that the amendment to Section 6,
Article Vl of the Constitution requires that this only
affects superior court judges in any county, or city and
county containing a population of 5,000,OOO or more.
As in the Binns v. Hire case, Hite was again represented in the Barrett v. Hite case, by County Counsel
Harold W. Kennedy and Asst. Edward H. Gaylord.
Newell Barrett, et al., who were actually the superior
court judges, were represented by Loeb, Loeb and Selvin,
who were closely connected with all the appointed
municipal and superior court judges. Again Hite and
the superior court judges both were after the same
thing, which was the reversal of the judgement that
Election Code Section 25304 was unconstitutional. No
one was present at any time to represent the people or
their constitutional right to vote.
In Case No. L.A. 27737, Binns v. Hite, et al., the
Municipal Court judges were the Plaintiffs and Respondents and Hite, the Registrar of Voters, was the
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Defendant and Appellant
Everybody wan!ed the same thing, but in Case No.
L.A. 27736, Bqrrett v. Ilife, et al., the superior court
judges became the Plaintiffs and Appellants and Hite,
the Registrar of Voters, had become the Defendant and
Respondent. And still no one was there to represent the
people and their right to vote for the person of their
choice.
It was the most vicious, corrupt judicial set-up ever
perpetrated against the people...the rulings in these
cases were bounced back and forth like a ping-pang
ball-using
both of them at the same time back and
forth to bolster one insane ruling on top of another.
In this ridiculous clown atmosphere, with the twisting, tortuous mutilation and contortion of the meanings and intent of words and sentences, the California
Election Code became the California Selection and
Choose Code.
Listen to the brain of Chief Judge Gibson, “After
recognizing that ‘elected’ and ‘appointed’ ordinarily
are not synonymous, in its broadest sense, however, the
word ‘elected’ means merely ‘selected’. When used in
that sense the word ‘elected’ is synonymous with the
word ‘appointed’, so, the county clerk or registrar is to
declare that the ‘incumbent’ without being on a ballot
is again ‘chosen’ or ‘selected’ to hold the office of
judge, as so construed not only does the word have an
acceptable meaning but also the term ‘incumbent’ is
given full effect and all portions of the amendment are
now harmonized.”
According to Gibson, “In Bank”, 1964, his ruling
on statute 25304 is based on the California Constitution amendment to Section 6, Article Vl of 1962.
Gibson stated that the amendment of 1962 provided
that with respect to superior court judges in counties
containing a population of 5,000,OOO or more candidates did not need to have their names appear on a
ballot. Now, at this time, while still determining Binns
v. Hire, L.A. 27737, Gibson held that municipal court
judges in relation to 25304 did not need to have their
names appear on the ballot in counties containing a
population of 2,000,OOO.
Gibson admitted that section 25304 is in violation
of section 11 of Article VI of the Constitution which
states that municipal court judges shall be “elected” by
the qualified electors of the district.
But Gibson states that section 11 also declares that
except as such matters are otherwise provided in this
Article, the Legislature shall provide the manner in
which judges of municipal courts shall be “elected” or
“appointed”.
Then Gibson jumps back to case No. L.A. 27736 in
which he has just ruled that the word “elect” does not
mean what it really means but actually means to “select” or “choose”.
With all the insanity up to now ofactually changing
the true meaning of words and sentences, Gibson has
reached his necessary and critical point where he denie the people their right to vote.
The following “trick” sentence was put in place:
“The word ‘elect’ has the broad meaning of ‘select’ or
‘choose’ as well as the narrower meaning of ‘elect’ by
vote.” Gibson then proceeds to rule that “The Constitution does not require that there be an actual ballotingand tabulation of votes, PROVIDED there is some
appropriate procedure by which the ‘selection or choice’
is made by the ‘electors’.”
Gibson then lays out his outrageously corrupt
mumbo-jumbo- he presents his appropriate procedure
to the voters wherein it works out that if the voters do
not carry out his orders, which they are required to do
if they want to vote, then they have not voted-and
if
they have not voted then the judicial candidates whose
names are not even on the ballot become elected because they “did not” receive even one vote.
Gibson proceeds with his obscene requirements
against the voters which he claims will “simplify an
otherwise unduly long and confusing ballot by eliminating the necessity of voting for judges who have no
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opposition.”
Actually all that is necessary to do is put the
candidate’s name on the ballot and a box after it with
the words “yes or no” to be checked.
But Harry Pregerson does not want that; he wants
his ADL shysters put in “black robes” without any
possible chance for rejection or someone else running
against them and winning.
Gibson’s “requirements’‘-listen
to this-“If ‘electars’ want to prevent a candidate from becoming a
judge without his being elected then they must file a
petition that a write-in campaign will be conducted. If
thevoter does this, then the name of the incumbent will
be placed on the ballot. The choice as to whether the
incumbent’s name will be on the ballot is thus left to the
voter and if they do not take these steps it is obvious by
their inaction that they have ‘elected’, chosen to retain
the incumbent in office without requiring that his name
be on the ballot and submitted lo an actual vote.”
Consequently Gibson then orders that the county
clerk or registrar is to declare that the incumbent is
again ‘chosen’ or ‘selected’ to hold the office ofjudge.
Repeat: the clerk does not have jurisdiction to declare
that the “judge” has been “elected”, only that he has
been “chosen” or “selected”. This is what Gibson calls
“SIMPLIFYING’‘-simplifying
elections. The regulations as ordered by Gibson necessitate that 100 electors
must file a petition indicating that a write-in campaign
would be conducted for the judicial office. Binns v.
Hite, L.A. 27737 was heard on March 11, 1994. Barrett
v. Hiie L.A. 27736 was also held on March 11, 1994.
The election for municipal and superior court judges
that turned on these two cases was held on June 2, 1964.
There were over one hundred judges in Los Angeles
County alone who were up for election. The requirement that 100 electors must file a petition for write-in
meant that in each judicial district wherein one judge
was up for election, 100 citizens must come forth and
prove to election officials that they were qualified
In a large county like Los Angeles, if any
electors.
lawyer felt brave enough to want to oppose Pregerson’s
shysters they would have done so before the end of the
filing period.
Since no legitimate lawyers had come forth, that
meant that 100 qualified voters must get togetherform an organization, a political force and canvas law
firms all over Los Angeles County desperately seeking
and soliciting some lawyer whom they knew nothing
about to run as a write-in. If they did get some lawyer
who would allow his name to be used they would have
to solicit funds to run a campaign. It would take a lot
of money to be gathered in a very short period. The
qualified electors would have to turn into money-grubbers-political
hacks-run
a complex campaign-and
how many lawyers have ever been elected judges in Los
Angeles by running a write-in?
Gibson states that his requirements “do not impose
an unreasonable burden upon voters. In view of the
comparatively small number of electors signatures required in order to attain the placing of the candidate’s
name on the ballot there will be no difficulty in obtaining the signatures.” Gibson states that, “None of this is
repugnant to the Constitution.”
Now, during this short period between the “In
Bank” abortion on March 11, 1964 and the election on
June 2, 1964 the voters are faced with enormous unbelievable burdens to themselves forcing them to become
politicians, advertising experts and hucksters, and as
amateurs run a giant write-in campaign just to force
Pregerson’s shysters to put their names on a ballot.
This is viciously outrageous; their personal time and
expense for most people would be prohibitive. In 1964
in Los Angeles County there were over a hundred
appointed municipal and superior court judges.
A
hundred voters necessary for each judge would be over
ten thousand voters running around trying to put together a write-in campaign. In opposition to Gibson’s
mumbo-jumbo, all this paper work, tabulation of writein votes etc. would create such confusiotrati
cost for
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the election office and registrar that it is ridiculous for
Gibson to talk of reducing costs and chaos to thecounty
by “selecting” “unelected judges”.
1964 was thirty-two years ago; hundreds and hundreds of Pregerson’s shysters have become judges without any of them ever being on a ballot. They have
become judges in perpetuity without ever receiving one
vote. Statute 25304 has been revised, changed, manipulated so many times that it is not even recognizable-it
has now become Statute 8203, which was a
number that was long ago repealed-8203
being a
lower number than 25304 makes it appear to be a
statute that has been in place for many years. Actually
they resurrected 8203, and in 1994, 25304 was again
legislatively manipulated and twisted to fit the “unelected” judges purposes in their horrendous, treasonous fraud against the people. The supposedly necessary
requirements of 5,000,OOO and 2,000,OOO limiting this
insanity to Los Angeles County had disappeared and
25304 became 8203.
In June 1990 there were 120 Pregerson shysters in
Los Angeles who had been appointed as judges and who
wanted to perpetuate their “black-robes” by not having
their names placed on a ballot. This meant that over
12,000 qualified voters would have to come out and
form campaign organizations, to raise huge sums of
money to run write-in campaigns just to get these
gangsters to put their names on a ballot. This increases
chaos and the costs of the election office a thousandfold over what it would be ifonly the names hadalready
been put on the ballot with the words “yes or no” to be
checked off.
After the 1964 election the qualifications
of
5,000,OOO and 2,000,OOO have disappeared and shysters in every county in California are perpetuating
themselves as “unelected judges” and are conducting
courts without having any judicial jurisdiction.
Unbelievably, after 32 years of judicial corruption
there are still some of the original shysters of 1964 still
wearing black robes in Los Angeles County.
In June of 1996, the people and voters of California
face another monstrous judicial perpetuity of Harry
Pregerson’s gangster shysters in black robes.
Binns and Barrett v. Hite are Mishna, the “Jew
Law” straight from the fanatical Rabbis of the Bar Ilam
University of Tel Aviv, Israel, It has no place in the
United States of America. By American constitutional
law pursuant to Article Vl, Section 1, Clause 2 the
amendment to the state Constitution in 1962 is wholly
void and ineffective for any purpose. Since unconstitutionaiity dates from the time of its enactment, and not
merely from the date of the decision so branding it, an
unconstitutional law, in legal contemplation is as inoperative as if it had never passed.
Since 1962 Harry Pregerson and his ADL Rabbi
gangsters wearing “black robes” are responsible for
every civil and criminal miscarriage of justice that has
occurred in California courts. Their salaries must be
returned to the people-their
pensions are forfeit and
must be returned to the people and they are held personally responsible for every vicious travesty ofjustice that
they have perpetrated against the people.
The California Appellate Courts and Supreme Court
are likewise liable because they were aware of the
black-robe gangsters and that they themselves had no
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judicial jurisdiction to rule on any of the decisions
made by the “unelected judges” who were without
jurisdiction. The California Assembly in 1962 had no
legislative jurisdiction to make their unconstitutional
Amendment to Section 6, of Article Vl.
Citizens, taxpayers, voters, lawyersand politicians,
etc., etc., throughout the cities, counties and states
encompassing the Ninth Circuit of the U.S. Courts of
Appeals are highly aware of the monstrous judicial
corruption involving murder, assassination, mayhem,
fraud and theft of citizens’ life savings and their right
to due process of law in a court proceeding.
In Chelan County, Washington, the County Supervisors have filed a lawsuit against the Governor of
Washington, challenging that the state illegally gave
powers to controlling boards that are not allowed by the
state or federal constitutions.
U.S. Senator Slade Gorton, (R) Washington, is
promoting legislation to split the 9th Circuit, cut California out of the other Western States. Gorton, while
the Atty. General of Washington in the 1970s argued
cases before the San Francisco-based U.S. Appeals
Court and soon learned first-hand how corrupt the ADL
gangster judges really are. This legislation to split the
9th Circuit passed the Senate Judiciary Committee on
December 7, 1995 but has not yet been scheduled to be
heard by the entire Senate. Gorton’s plan for a new
circuit (No. 12) would include the following states,
Alaska, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Nevada
and Arizona.
That would leave California, Hawaii, Guam, and
the Northern Mariana Islands in the 9th Circuit. And
it would leave the entire 9th Circuit in Harry Pregerson’s
and the ADL’s possession, a Kingdom with no restrictions or supervision from the rest of the U.S. Government whatsoever-Pregerson
and Mosk and Feinstein
in total control of all the dope coming in from the entire
South Pacific and Asia. That’s what you call cutting up
America “Big-Time”.
For Senator Gorton and Conrad Burns of Montana
to fail to take into consideration the fact that Pregerson
for years has had his agents and provocateurs networked and placed in key positions throughout the
other Western States that would become the new 12th
Circuit is not only the height of naivety but reckless
strategy. Pregerson’s judicial agents and provocateurs
would soon have the new 12th Circuit right back in
their pocket.
This is the answer as to why Specter and Feinstein
did not stop Gorton’s “New Circuit” legislation cold in
the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Senator Conrad Burns, (R) Montana, is also aware
of the massive federal judicial corruption in the 9th
Circuit and has blocked nominations to fill four vacancies on the appeals court, and both he and Gorton will
make things difficult until their legislation passes.
But, there is a much better plan than this “splitlegislation” and that would be to destroy the evil corruption and the gangsters behind it once and for all and
return the existing 9th Circuit to America.
The “Split-Plan” is worthless so far as solving
anything. It is totally unfair, immoral and against the
health and well-being of the California citizens left
within the 9th Circuit and at the mercy of Pregerson.
To abandon these millions of people to this trea-
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were also kept at this bank location.
sonous, murderous Harry Pregerson without any hope the taxpayers 250 million dollars plus interest.
I filed a lawsuit prohibiting the Public Facilities
When pressure of investigations and lawsuits that
of “due process of law” is unconscionable.
It is also
very stupid strategy. If the Republicans ever hope to Corp. from selling the bonds. The “unelected judges” 1 had been filing mounted, the bond records were
regain the Presidency and remove it from the treason- went berserk because they had already flown the “Big- secretly removed from the First Interstate Bank buildous hands of the likes of Willie Clinton, they need the Time” bond dealers out from New York to finalize the ing and a fire was set in the area where the bonds had
transaction.
been kept to cover up the removal. A man was killed
Electoral Vote of California and Hawaii.
Specter and Feinstein of the Senate Judiciary ComIn relation, in Phoenix, Arizona, these ADL gang- (murdered) in this fire.
An associate of mine and I met with a Los Angeles
mittee have slyly sold Gorton a bill of goods or maybe sters had another of their organizations, the “Arizona
An investigative reporter for the Deputy District Attorney who was assigned to prosa deal. Look at the results: Feinstein and Pregerson Public Service”.
will still control the California Electoral Vote and the Arizona Republic newspaper. Don Bolles, was investi- ecute these types of cases and a Dist. Atty. Investigator.
Presidency-and
all the dope smuggling- and that gating major land manipulation frauds involving the The four of us met in a restaurant in Woodland Hills
doesn’t mean that they won’t still be conspiring and Arizona Public Service and their plan to build a nuclear and talked for over two hours. After introducing and
This scheme identifying ourselves the D.A. asked if we minded if he
working feverishly on “taking over” the Senate and power plant at Palo Verde, Arizona.
House seats of the states in the new 12th Circuit. They involved the Los Angeles Water and Power Co., which recorded our conversation. We agreed to this and his
would buy power from Palo Verde. Bolles had uncov- investigator set their recorder on the table. I said that
never cease their treasonous machinations.
Senators Gorton and Burns, as representatives of ered massive fraud involving powerful politicians and he should have no objection to us also recording the
the citizens, have the duty and responsibility to protect the Palo Verde scheme and had connected Arizona conversation and I set our recorder on the table.
This Dep. D.A. was given the name of the man who
all of the citizens in the country not just the ones in a Public Service to another of Pregerson’s corporations
in Los Angeles, the Southern California Public Powers had removed the bond records from the Interstate Bank
new 12th Circuit.
and the location in Phoenix, Arizona where they had
The best “plan” is for the Senators to support the Authority.
Bolles was about to expose the whole mess with been taken; that the security company for the bank
County Supervisors of every county in California to
combine and follow the courageous example and ac- “blazing headlines” when, on June 2, 1976, he was where the fire occurred was under the control of the
blown to pieces in his car after being “set up”. Three same people who had the security at Palo Verde. The
lions of the Chelan, Washington, county supervisors.
D.A. was given documented evidence revealing that
Halt the pay checks and pension payments to the phony, days later, on June 5, 1976, with my lawsuit preventing
“unelected judges” in every county in California-file
Pregerson, Berenson and Nordman from selling their Judge Jerome Berenson and U.S. Commissioner Ben
a lawsuit against Governor Pete Wilson who has been a Public Facilities Corp. bonds, they tried to kill me in Nordman had stolen over 23-million dollars in cash
paid tool of the ADL from the very beginning and the driveway of my home. There were eye witnesses to from the funds that they had used in the construction of
prohibit him from “appointing” new “unelected judges”. their attempted murder and a sheriff’s official report the new Ventura County Courthouse. These funds had
been fraudulently removed from the Federal Omnibus
Give the states within the 9th Circuit a gift of life: was made.
In Los Angeles, a citizens organization, the Alli- Safe Streets Act (the California Criminal Justice Orgaremove all corrupt judges and replace them with new
blood, honest, new judges who respect America and the ante for Survival, had filed a lawsuit to prevent an nization), which “unelected Judge” Jerome Berenson
illegal adoption of the Palo Verde bond issue by the controlled. These millions were fraudulently spread
Constitution and dispense due process of law.
around and deposited in numerous S&Ls within Los
To officially hand Harry Pregerson, Stanly Mosk City Council. This was being worked by Pregerson’s
and Diane Feinstein a Piece of America for their own associates on the City Council, Joel Wachs, Marvin Angeles County and later furtively removed.
The Dep. D.A. assured us that he was going to open
Kingdom of Corruption is not acceptable to the Citi- Braude and Zev Yaroslovsky, who is now a member of
zens of the 9th Circuit. By doing so it would solidify the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors and still an investigation and at my insistence he twice stated
that he was going to personally advise Dist. Atty. Ira
the permanent loss of California’s Electoral Vote and up to his ADL scams with Pregerson.
The Southern California Public Powers Authority Reiner of the whole situation and particularly because
forever prevent the American people from putting a
was the same type of outfit as their Public Facility Corp. the murder at the bank appeared to have been commitperson of their own choice in the White House.
The citizens andvoters of California must be given in Ventura, working their bond operation.
With the ted during the arson.
Several days later my associate and I contacted the
back their right for their votes to be balloted and lawsuit by the citizens in Los Angeles blocking the
tabulated for an honest determination in the power of illegal sale of the bonds, you would think they were in Dep. D.A. by phone. He told me that he had been
trouble-but
not so, this is where the power of their desperately sick and had not yet contacted Reiner but he
the Electoral Vote.
Recovery of all the salaries, pension payments, “unelected judges” came in-Los
Angeles Superior was going to take care of it soon and he would contact
pension fund and interests thereon, fraudulently and Court Judge Leon Savitch merely banged his gavel and us. The Dep. D.A. never did contact us and from that
conspiratorially stolen by Pregerson’s illegal, “unelected dismissed the taxpayers’ lawsuit and ordered, as a time on we diligently attempted to reach him numerous
judges”, would be a money shower of enormous propor- starter, that 5-hundred-and-forty-million
dollars of times but he refused to talk to us.
A substantial bonds must be sold immediately and that Los Angeles
Dist. Atty. Ira Reiner covered up murder, bond
tions on every county in California.
lowering of property taxes would take place and further County taxpayers must pay principal and interest.
fraud, grand theft and his ADL associate, Harry
The politicians in Arizona that Don Bolles had Pregerson’s evil depredations, but now he presently
enhance the county and citizens’ prosperity.
This
would be a “bloodless” revolution freeing the people uncovered were Senator Barry Goldwater, Harry appears on Larry King’s ADL TV show and displays
from a terrible oppression by gangsters of unparalleled
Rosenzweig, Nathan Waxman and Dennis DeConcini.
grim-faced, vitriolicanger that O.J. Simpson was found
DeConcini was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1976 at the “not guilty” and has gotten away with killing the son of
evilness.
The astronomical power of the phony “unelected very time of Bolles murder.
the influential Jewish Goldman family-and
that he
Goldwater and Rosenzweig were tightly associated intends to see that full justice will be done against
judges” in bleeding the life’s blood from America is
revealed in their unmerciful “bond-peddler” scams. with Harry Pregerson, and the actual orders to kill Simpson in their “unelected judges”’ civil trial, conBut now every bit of these billions upon billions of Bolles came from Pregerson and Berenson in Califor- ducted by an “unelected judge” and Santa Monica jurors.
dollars plus interest can be recovered by the people.
nia. Their contact and “set-up” man was Max Klass
Actually, this great, terrible anger coming from Ira
In Ventura County phony Judge Jerome Berenson who arranged the “set-up” so Bolles would park his car Reine- and other ADL Jews is because their most
and his partner, U.S. Commissioner Ben Nordman, in a parking lot which was overlooked by Klass’ office. carefully laid conspiracy to cause the most horrendous,
devised a “bond-scam” that would initially cost the Klass could keep his eye on the whole procedure and destructive race riots the cities of the entire United
taxpayers 2-hundred-and-SO-million
dollars and ulti- was one of the first persons at the scene. Klass told States had ever experienced had fallen apart with
mately build to over a billion.
police that Bolles had whispered names to him, but Simpson’s exoneration.
In Ronald Chisom v. Roemer, Governor of LouisiThese shysters’
scheme was to move the these things that Klass claimed Bolles had told him
courthouse’s official site to a location ten miles away misled the investigation and engulfed persons who ana et al., 90-757, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that
and build a new courthouse.
They floated a “bond- were not involved.
judges are representatives of the people the same as
issue” that was twice turned down by the voters. With
My lawsuit against the Ventura County Public prosecutors, sheriffs, state attorneys general and state
connivance of corrupt members of the Ventura County Facilities Corp. was dismissed by two “unelected treasurers. This includes clerks of the court and superBoard of Supervisors and Ventura City Council mem- judges”, Robert Shaw and Robert Willard, and the visors of the county board.
bers they devised a way to “obviate” the people’s vote. bonds were sold.
There is absolutely no difference between a judge
Bypassing (obviating) the voters’ rights, the conLater Jessica Savitch, who was involved in the and any of the other officials named above. Judges
spirators “set up” an allegedly “non-profit” corpora- ADL’s bond deal machinations was killed, along with must be chosen by popular election which means being
tion and they misleadingly called it the Ventura County an associate by Bar Han assassins. Records of the bond on a ballot and receive votes and be tabulated.
De Witt W. Clinton, the County Counsel of Lo3
Public Facilities Corporation and they went right ahead transaction involving all the above-mentioned organiagainst the people’s wishes and sold bonds anyway.
zations were secreted at the First Interstate Bank build- Angeles maintains that if judges and all the other
The Public Facilities Corp., behind the scenes, was ing in Los Angeles-the
bond records of the Ventura officials are the same, then none of them have to be
actually the phony judges’ and the County Counsel’s, County Public Facilities Corp., which revealed all the elected by the qualified electors; they only need to be
James McBride, all of whom were closely tied in with phony judges and County Counsel James L. McBride’s appointed.
In the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the Supreme
Pregerson. They prepared to quietly sell bonds indebting manipulations of the bonds’ ownership and cover-ups,
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Court held that the Amendment of 1982 is coextensive
with the coverage provided by the Act prior to 1982 and
that judicial elections are embraced within that coverage.
In the Api- 26, 1995 landmark Lopez case the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled very clearly as to Congress’ lack
of jurisdiction to legislate unconstitutional statutes.
Nor can the California State Assembly legislate unconstitutional amendments to the State Constitution and
then legislate Election Code Statutes derived from such
unconstitutional
amendment-they
do not have jurisdiction.
The U.S. Supreme Court did not hesitate to strike
down the unconstitutional
statute in the Lopez case
although it conceivably could release federal prisoners
other than those who had been convicted under this
“non-law”.
The Court obviously felt that unconstitutional law
could not be allowed to stand no matter what the
consequences.
They also understood that the entire
blame lies directly with the persons who set up these
treasonous, destructive “non-laws” for their own benefit and it was no fault of the defenseless citizens.
In Los Angeles, at the California “State Bar” building, large plate glass windows have been blasted out far
above the ground floors by bullets from high-powered rifles.
These acts of violence were not committed by terrorists nor by good, honest citizens who have had all
their life’s savings stolen by “unelected judges” and
have no legal recourse. These violent acts of striking
back were committed by a small group ofethnic lawyers
in Los Angeles. Terrible frustrations have been built
up within this group who merely wanted to file to run
for a judge’s seat but knew they couldn’t. The terrible
frustrations assailing this group center on the fact that
they were warned and threatened that if they interfere
with “unelected judges” and force them to place their
names on a ballot that their bar license will be “ripped”
from their office walls.
Obviously such destructive insanity as the unconstitutional California Constitution Amendment and
Election Codes 25304 and 8203 cannot be allowed to
continue their evil and be upheld by such further insanity as the Binns and Barrett et al. v. Hite cases.
Title 28 USC., Sec. 1257, Sub. Sec. (a), “Final
judgements or decrees rendered by the highest court of
a State in which a decision can be had, may be reviewed
by the Supreme Court by Writ of Certiorari where the
validity of a statute of any State is drawn in question on
the ground of its being repugnant to the Constitution.”
The ADL (Anti-Defamation League) is the most
destructive, evil organization ever to be allowed to
operate in the United States.
It openly began its
murderous saboteur, provocateur, and espionage operations against the people of America in 1913. the
same time the Mishpucka (Jew Crime Family) dropped
the devastating Federal Bank System on the people.
Presently certain politicians in the U.S. Congress
are calling upon the Justice Department to force
Farrakhan to register as an agent of a foreign country
(Libya).
At this time, every good American citizen
should phone, fax, send letters and telegrams and
contact in person each and every Senator and member
of the House and demand that the Justice Department
force Abraham Foxman, the official head of the ADL to
register as an agent of a foreign country (Israel). I can
guarantee you that Farrakhan and Libya have not done
one-trillionth of the damage to America that Israel and
their ADL have done.
At this time I ask that you please respond to my
request and/or demand that the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors review and act on the facts and
circumstances of my job termination, 1033 of pay and
pension, as I asked in the last paragraph of page 5 and
continued on page 6 of my communication to you on
November 2, 1995.
Sincerely,
/s/Gary
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Supreme
CourtRuling
On Judges66Electio
37 CaLRptr. 323
Walter S. BINNS et al., Plaintiffs
and Respondents,
V.

Benjamin S. HITE, as Registrar of Voters
etc., Defendant and Appellant.
L.A. 21737.
Supreme Court of California,
In Bank
March 11, 1964.
Action for declaratory relief. The Superior Court, Los Angeles County, Walter R. Evans, J., declared
statute unconstitutional, and defendant appealed. The Supreme Court, Gibson, C.J., held that constitution
provision that judges of municipal court be “elected” by qualified electors did not require that there be actual
balloting and tabulating of votes, provided there was some appropriate procedure by which selection or choice
was made by electors, and statute obviating need for balloting as to unopposed incumbents but permitting 100
electors to obtain printing of incumbent’s name on ballot by filing petition indicating that “write-in
campaign” would be conducted for office was not repugnant to constitution, since electors could be deemed
to have “elected” to retain incumbent in office without requiring that his name be submitted to actual vote if
they did not take steps permitted by statute.
Reversed.
1. ELECTIONS <-

171

Statute authorizing elimination of “uncontested judgeships” from ballot was applicable to incumbent
municipal court judges who had been appointed to office as well as to judges who had been elected. West’s
Ann.Elections Code, $ 25304
2. JUDGES <-- 3
Constitution provision that judges of municipal court be “elected” by qualified electors did not require
that there be actual balloting and tabulating of votes, and statute obviating need for balloting as lo unopposed
incumbents but permitting 100 electors to obtain printing of incumbent’s name on ballot by filing petition
indicating that “write-in campaign” would be conducted for office was not repugnant to constitution, since
electors could be deemed to have “elected” to retain incumbent in office without requiring that his name be
submitted to actual vote if they did not take steps permitted by statute. West’s Ann.Const. art. 6, § $ 6, 11;
West’s Ann.Elections Code, $ 25304.
See publication Words and Phrases for other judicial constructions and definitions.
3. ELECTIONS <-

27

Legislature has power to establish reasonable regulations governing write-in procedures, and statute
obviating need for balloting where incumbent municipal court judge is unopposed but requiring incumbent’s
name to be printed on ballot if petition indicating that write-in campaign will be conducted for office is filed
did not abridge rights guaranteed by constitution section entitling every citizen to vote at all elections
authorized by law; disapproving dictum in Cohn v. Isensee, 45 Cal.App. 53 1, 188 P. 279. West’s Ann.Const.
art. 2, $ 1; art. 6, § 11; West’s AnnElections Code, § 25304.
4. JUDGES <-

3

Statute obviating need for balloting where incumbent municipal court judge is unopposed was within
bounds of legislature’s power to provide “manner” in which judges of municipal courts should be elected.
West’s Ann.Const. art. 6, f 6, 11; West’s Ann.Elections Code, $ 25304.
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101(l)

There was proper basis for making distinction
between districts having population of 2,000,OOO or
more and those which were smaller, since number of
uncontested judicial offices would be greater in larger
districts and, therefore, statute obviating need for balloting where incumbent municipal judge was unopposed was not invalid as special law. even though it was
presently applicable only to Los Angeles Judicial District. West’s Ann.Elections Code, $ 25304; West’s
Ann.Const. art. 4, .S 25.
-----_

Harold W. Kennedy, County Counsel, and Edward
H. Gaylord, Asst. County Counsel, for defendant and
appellant.
Loeb & Loeb and Herman F. Selvin, Lo3 Angeles,
for plaintiffs and respondents.
GIBSON, Chief Justice.
Defendant Benjamin S. Hite, as registrar of voters
of L,os Angeles County, appeals from a judgment declaring that section 25304 ofthe Elections Code, added
in 1963, is unconstitutional and should not be applied
by defendant. i* The judgment was rendered in an
action for declaratory relief instituted by plaintiffs,
who are duly elected or appointed judges of the Municipal Court of the Los Angeles Judicial District and who
are candidates to succeed themselves as such judges at
the primary election to be held on June 2, 1964. The
action was tried prior to the last day for the filing of a
declaration of intention to become a candidate, and
after this appeal was taken it appeared that candidates
have filed in opposition to only two of the 26 plaintiffs.
[I] Section 25304 provides, in brief, that in any
judicial district containing a population of 2,000,OOO
or more in which only the incumbent has filed nomination papers of the office of municipal court judge his
name shall not appear on the ballot at either the primary or the general election unless, within certain
designated times, a petition signed by 100 registered
voters has been filed indicating that a write-in campaign will be conducted for the office and that if, in
conformity with this section, the name of the incumbent does not appear on either the primary or the
general election ballot, the county clerk or registrar. on
the day of the general election, shall declare the incumbent reelected.** By almost identical language a 1962
amendment to section 6 ofarticle VI ofthe Constitution
provided for a similar procedure with respect to superior court judges in counties containing a population of
5,000,OOO or more. In Barrett v. Hite. Cal,, 37 Cal.Rptr.
320, 389 P. 2 1944, we held that the amendment to the
Constitution is applicable lo incumbent judges who
have been appointed to office as well as to judges who
have been elected, and a similar construction must, of
course, be given lo section 25304.
[2] Plaintiffs assert that section 25304 is contrary
to the provision in section 11 of article VI of the
Constitution that judges of the municipal court “shall
be elected by the qualified electors of the district”;
Section 11, however, also declares that, except as such
matters are otherwise provided in this article, the
Legislature shall provide “the manner in which” judges
of municipal courts shall be elected or appointed, and
in our opinion section 25304 relates to the “manner” of
the election. As we held in Barrett v. Hite, Cal., 37
Cal.Rptr. 320, 389 p.2d 944, the word “elect” has the
broad meaning of “select” or “choose” as well as the
narrower meaning of elect by vote. The Constitution
does not require that there be an actual balloting and
tabulation of votes, provided there is some appropriate
procedure by which the selection or choice is made by
* Footnotes
stood.

omitted

as they are presumed

under-
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the “electors”. Section 25304 furnishes such a procedure with respect to an incumbent judge who is unopposed and as to whose office no petition for a write-in
campaign has been filed. Under the terms of this
section, if there are electors who wish to prevent an
incumbent from succeeding himself in office, they may
present another candidate or may file a petition indieating that a write-in campaign will be conducted, and
when either step is take the name,of the incumbent must
be placed on the ballot. The choice as to whether the
incumbent’s name will be on the ballot is thus left to the
electors. and if they do not take one of the stens
permitted by section-25304 it is obvious that; by the’ir
inaction, they have “elected”, i.e., chosen, to retain the
incumbent in office without requiring that his name be
submitted to an actual vote.
The fact that the procedure devised by the Legislature requires electors who are interested to take the
initiative if they wish the incumbent’s name to be on
the ballot does not impose an unreasonable burden
upon them. in view of the comparatively small number
of electors’ signatures required in order to attain the
placing of the incumbent’s name on the ballot, it is
readily apparent that if there is sufficient opposition to
the incumbent to have any significant effect at all, there
will be no difficulty in obtaining the necessary signatures.
The case of Chamber v. Terry, 40 Ca. App.Zd 153,
155-156, 104 P.2d 663, 666, relied upon by plaintiffs,
is not in point. The court there held that the Legislature
has no power to impose qualifications upon municipal
court judges where such qualifications are precluded by
the provision in section 11 of article VI which excepts
from the powers of the Legislature “such matters as ‘are
otherwise provided in the article”‘. As we have seen,
the statute does not conflict with the requirement of
section 11 that municipal court judges are to be elected
by the qualified electors of the district.
[3] Plaintiffs also assert that section 25304 conflicts with the declaration in section 1 of Article II of
the Constitution that every citizen, with certain exceptions not pertinent here, “shall be entitled to vote at all
elections which are now or may hereafter be authorized
by law: ** “. Their position is that the constitutional
guaranty includes the write-in vote and that the statute
abridges it. The Constitution contains no express
provision permitting write-in votes or forbidding the
Legislature from prescribing conditions under which
write-in votes may be cast. We are not confronted here
with an attempt by the Legislature to abolish write-in
votes but rather with a statute regulating the use of such
votes, and in the absence of a clear limitation in the
Constitution the Legislature has power to establish
reasonable regulations governing write-in procedures.
Moreover, any other interpretation of section 1 of
article II would be anomalous in view of the recent
amendment to section 6 of article VI ofthe Constitution
providing for a similar procedure with respect to the
closely parallel situation concerning superior courts in
counties having a population of 5,000,OOO or more.
Our conclusion is not contrary to Cohn v. Isensce,
45 Cal.App. 53 1, 188 P. 279, cited by plaintiffs. It was
there held that sections 1196 and 1197 of the former
Political Code, construed together with an act providing for recall of elective officers of incorporated cities
and towns(Stats. 1911, Ex. Sess. 1911, ch. 32, p. 128)
required that ballots in a recall election contain suitable blank spaces for writing in names of persons whose
names are not printed on the ballots. The opinion
contains language to the effect that the statutes would
be unconstitutional
if construed to prohibit electors
from voting for persons whose names are not printed on
the ballots and that this would be true even though a
voter, together with other electors, could by filing a
nomination paper have the name of another candidate
placed on the ballot. (45 Ca.App. at pp. 538-540, 188
P. 279.) This language, however, was not necessary to
the decision, and it is disapproved insofar as it is
inconsistent with the views expressed here.
l
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[4] The procedures set forth in section 25304 are
without doubt reasonably designed to accomplish the
legitimate purposes of the statute. As pointed out in
Barrett v. Hite, supra, Cal., 37 Cal.Rptr. 320, 389 P.2d
944, relating to the election of superior court judges,
the purposes of such legislation include simplification
of an otherwise unduly long and confusing ballot by
elimination of uncontested offices, reduction of the
length of the ballot, facilitation of vote tabulation, and
reduction of election costs. The sections permits an
incumbent candidate’s name to remain off the ballot
only if he has no real opposition, and it provides readily
available methods by which even a very few persons can
obtain the printing of the incumbent’s name on the
ballot. When the necessity of accomplishing the purposes underlying section 25304 is weighed against the
comparatively slight burdens imposed upon electors
who desire to have an incumbent candidate subjected to
a write-in vote, we are of the view that the statue is
within the bounds of the Legislature’3 power to provide
the manner in which judges of the municipal courts
shall be elected.
[5,6] There is no merit to plaintiff’s assertion that
section 25304, being presently applicable only to the
Lo3 Angeles Judicial District, is a special law and
therefore invalid under section 25 of article IV of the
Constitution.
The Legislature, of course, may make
reasonable classifications (Johnson v. Superior Court,
50 Cal.Zd 693,699, 329, P.2d 5), and there is a proper
basis for making a distinction between districts having
a population of 2,000,OOO or more and those which are
smaller. The need for legislation such as section 25304
is greater in proportion to the number of uncontested
judicial offtces which would appear on the ballot in
absence of the statute, and obviously the number of
such offices will be greater in the larger districts. The
Lo3 Angeles Judicial District has 49 municipal judges,
more than three times the number in the next largest
district, San Diego, which has 16. (In other large
districts San Francisco has 15 judges, Oakland-Piedmont 9, Sacramento 8, San Jose-Alviso 8, AmheimFullerton 6, and Long Beach 6.) The sharp difference
between the character of the Lo3 Angeles Judicial
Distinct and the others in the’ state warranted the
Legislature in drawing the line where it did.
The judgement is reversed.
TRAYNOR, McCOMB, PETERS, TOBRINER and
PEEK, JJ., concur.
***
389 P.2d 944
Newell BARRETT et al., Plaintiffs
and Appellants,
v
Benjamin S. HITE, as Registrar of Voters
etc., Defendant and Respondent.
L.A. 27736.
Supreme Court of California,
In Bank.
March 11, 1964.
Action for declaratory relief. The Superior Court,
Los Angeles County, Walter R. Evans, J., rendered the
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judgement challenged by plaintiffs’ appeal. The Supreme Court, Gibson, C. J., held that the word “elect”
has broad meaning of “select” or “choose” as well as
narrower meaning of “elect by vote”, that in constitution section providing for eliminating “uncontested
judgeships” from ballot, word “re-elected” was used in
broader sense; and that even those incumbent superior
court judges who had been appointed rather than elected
were entitled to benefit of constitution section.
Affirmed.
ELECTIONS
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The word “elect” has broad meaning of “select” or
“choose” as well as narrower meaning of “elect by
vote”; in constitution section providing for eliminating
“uncontested judgeships” from ballot, word”re-elected”
was used in broader sense; and even those incumbent
superior court judges who had been appointed rather
than elected were entitled to benefit of constitution
section.
See publication Words and Phrases for other judicial constructions and defections.
***
Loeb & Loeb and Herman F. Selvin, Los Angeles,
for plaintiffs and appellants.
Harold W. Kennedy, County Counsel, and Edward
H. Gaylord, Asst. County Counsel, for defendant and
respondent.
GIBSON, Chief Justice.
The plaintiffs in this actions for declaratory relief
are judges of the superior court for the County of Los
Angeles. Each of them was appointed to that office by
the Governor since the last primary or general election,
none of them has ever been elected by a vote of the
electors, and each is a candidate to succeed himself in
office at the primary election to be held on June 2, 1964.
The actions was brought to determine whether the
names of incumbent judges who have been appointed
but not elected to office should be placed on the ballot
at the primary or general election if it appears that only
the incumbent has filed nomination papers for the
office and if it further appears that no petition has been
filed indicating that a “write-in campaign” will be
The question presented
conducted for that office.
involves the construction of section 6 of article VI of
the Constitution as amended in 1962, and the trial court
held that the amendment applies to all incumbent
superior court judges whether or not previously elected
by the voters and that defendant should follow the
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provisions of the amendment as so construed.
Section 6 of article VI as amended provides, among
other things, that each county, or city and county, shall
have a superior court, for each of which at least one
judge shall be elected by the qualified electors of the
county, or city and county, at the general state election,
“except that in any county or city and country containing a population of 5,000,OOO or more” l * * in which
only the incumbent has filed nomination papers for the
office of superior court judge, his name shall not appear
on the ballot unless there is filed with the county clerk
or registrar of voters, within 20 days after the final date
for filing nomination papers for the office, a petition
indicating that a write-in campaign will be conducted
for the office and signed by 100 registered voters
qualified to vote with respect to the office. If a petition
indicating that a write-in campaign will be conducted
for the office at the general election, signed by 100
registered voters qualified to vote with respect to the
office, is filed with the county clerk or registrar of
voters not less than 45 days before the general election,
the name of the incumbent shall be placed on the
general election ballot if it has not appeared on the
direct primary election ballot. * + * If, in conformity
with this section, the name of the incumbent does not
appear either on the primary ballot or general election
ballot, the county clerk or registrar of voters, on the day
of the general elections shall declare the incumbent reelected.” (The quoted provisions were added by the
1962 amendment.)
Plaintiffs contend that by employing the word “reelected” the amendment discloses an intent that it
apply only to incumbent judges who have previously
been elected by the voters. They argue that in ordinary
or popular usage the word “elected” means chosen to
office by vote of the electorate as distinguished from
“appointed”, which means chosen by some official or
small body of officials, and that a judge never before
elected cannot be “re-elected”.
The word “re-elected” appears in the latter portion
of the amendment and relates only to the declaration to
be made by the county clerk or registrar. The other
portions of the amendment, which set forth the principal rules to be followed, refer, without qualification, to
the “incumbent” in designating the persons to whom
the amendment is applicable. The word “incumbent”
is, of course, sufficiently broad to include all persons
holding office at the times referred to in the amendment, whether elected by the voters or appointed by the
Governor. Giving effect to the word “re-elected” in the
manner urged by plaintiffs would therefore result either in an implied qualification of the word “incumbent” or in the creation of a conflict between the portion
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of the amendment using the word “re-elected” and the
various other provision which by their terms apply
We are of the view,
generally to all incumbents.
however, that the word “re-elected” may properly be
interpreted so as to avoid either of these unfortunate
choices.
Although it is true, as plaintiffs point out, that
ordinarily “elect” refers to a determination made by
voters, the word also has a broader meaning, namely,
“to make a selection of: Choose * * * to choose (a
person) for an office + * *” (Webster’s New Internal.
Diet. (3d ed. 1961) p. 73 I), “to make choice of (a
person) * *” (Funk & WagnaIlS New Standard Diet.
(1958) p. 798), and “to pick out, choose l * *” (Oxford
English Diet. (1933) vol. III, p. E-74). Roget’s International Thesaurus (1946) p. 420, gives as synonyms
the following:
“choose, elect, select, pick l * *;
appoint, elect, assign, + + l designate, * l * place in
office, choose for a post or position. * * l ” (Italics
added.) In accord with these definitions the court in
Ode11 v. Rihn, 19 Cal.App. 713,719, 127 P. 802, 805,
after recognizing that “elected” and “appointed” ordinarily are not synonymous, stated: “In its broadest
sense, however, the word ‘elected’ means merely ‘selected’. When used in that sense the word ‘elected’ is
synonymous with the word ‘appointed’; * * l “ (See
also Main v. Claremont
Unified School Dist., 161
Cal.App.2d 189, 194-195, 326 P.2d 573.)
The more reasonable interpretation of the amendment is that the word “re-elected” is used in its broader
sense, i.e., that the county clerk or registrar is to
declare that the incumbent is again chosen or selected
to hold the office of judge. As so construed not only
does the word have an acceptable meaning but also the
term “incumbent” is given full effect and all portions of
the amendment are harmonized.
Moreover, our construction of the amendment will
tend to promote its purposes whereas the position taken
by plaintiffs, if adopted, would render the measure less
effective. The argument contained in the ballot pamphlet in favor of the amendment explained that the
purposes of the measure were to simplify elections by
making it possible to eliminate “uncontested judgeships” from the ballot, to direct attention to contested
offices, to avoid confusion, to reduce the length of the
ballot and costs of elections, to increase accuracy and
speed of vote tabulations, and to make use of mechanical vote-counting more feasible. It was there pointed
out, among other things, that in a prior election the
voters were forced to search through 65 uncontested
judicial elections in order to find three offices for
which there was a contest. It is obvious that these
declared purposes would be thwarted to the extent that
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the names of unopposed incumbents who had been
appointed rather than elected were placed on the ballot.
The argument submitted to the voters contains nothing
suggesting that a distinction was intended between
elected and appointed incumbents, and it seems likely
that there would have been comment on the matter if
such a distinction had been contemplated.
This action was tried prior to the last day for the
filing of a declaration of intention to become a candidate. After the appeal was taken it appeared that a
candidate had filed in opposition to one of the plaintiffs, and, of course, the name of the opposed judge
must be on the ballot. Time for the filing of write-in
petitions has not yet expired, and if such a petition,
properly signed, is filed the name of the incumbent
judge of the office affected must also be placed on the
ballot.
The judgment is affirmed.
TRAYNOR, McCOMB, PETERS, TOBRINER and
PEEK, JJ., concur.
***
NOTES

OF

DECISIONS

Appointments
5
Candidate for judgeships 2
Construction and application
New judgeships 4
Nonpartisan elections 6
Vacancies 3

1

***
1. CONSTRUCTION
APPLICATION

AND

Only if the electoral process cannot be carried out
or a vacancy occurs qrior to the qualification of a
candidate or candidates for an office in the year in
which an incumbent’s term expires does subd. (c) of
this section permit the postponement of an election for
a superior court office beyond the sixth year of a term.
Stanton v. Panish (1980) 167 Cal.Rptr. 584, 615, P.2d
1372, 28 C.3d 107.
Registered voters have the right to vote for and
elect judges in their judicial distinct. Koski v. James
(1975) 120 Cal.Rptr. 754, 47 C.A.3d 349.
The only effect of the 1966 revision governing
appointments to fill vacancies in the superior court
judgeships is to eliminate requirement that election be
held during the last year of an incumbent’s term if
vacancy accrues during that year and to assure that the
appointee will not have to stand for election until a
general election two years hence. Anderson v. Phillips
(1975) 119 Cal.Rptr. 879,532, P.2d 1247, 13 C.3d733.
Where person elected to superior court judgeship
dies before assuming office at start of elected term but
after himself having been appointed to serve out remainder of term of predecessor, the appointee filling
such vacancy may continue to hold office until a new
election is held and the newly elected judge assumes the
office. Id.
Whenever it is possible to carry out the fully elective process, no more than six years should elapse
between elations for a superior court office. Pollack v.
Hamm (1970) 90 Cal.Rptr 181, 475 P.2d 213, 3 C.3d
264.
Exception contained in this section providing that
appointee to office of superior court judge does not
stand election in year of accrual of vacancy which he is
appointed to fill was not applicable to case involving
appointment on May 8, 1966 of petitioner whose predecessor, who himself had been appointed in January
1966 to succeed previous judge dying on December 25,
1965, had died 30 days prior to 1966 primary election
and after time had expired for candidates to file for that
election. Barber v. Blue (1966) 52 Cal.Rptr. 865, 417
P.2d 401, 65 C.2d 185.
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The word “elect” has broad meaning of “select” or
“choose” as well as narrower meaning of “elect by
vote “; in this section providing for eliminating “uncontested judgeships” from ballot, word “re-elected” was
used in broader sense; and even those incumbent superior court judges who had been appointed rather than
elected were entitled to benefit of this section. Barrett
v. Hite (1964) 37 Cal.Rptr. 320, 389 P.2d 944,61 C.2d
103.
All judgesof supreme court and all judges of courts
of appeal should stand for election at gubernatorial
general election whether for a full term or for the
balance ofunexpired term. 49 Ops.Atty.Gen. 88, S-1667.
The provisions of Art. 11, $ $ 7 l/2 and 8 112,
which purport to provide for local courts in chartered
counties and cities, are superseded by the revision of
this article. Op.Leg. Counsel, 1966 S.J. 1046.
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placed on the general election ballot if it has not
appeared on the direct primary election ballot.
If, in conformity with this section, the name of the
incumbent does not appear either on the primary ballot
or general election ballot, the county clerk or registrar
of voters, on the day of the general election, shall
declare the incumbent reelected.
(Added by Stats. 1963, c. 1535, p. 3119, $ 1.
Amended by Stats.1965, c. 1016, p. 2650, $ 1;
Stats. 1967, c. 17, p. 835, # 30; Stats. 1970, c. 615,
p.1217, $ 3 1, eff.Aug. 6, 1970; Stats.1986, c. 866, $
19.)
1. VALIDITY

Legislature has power to establish reasonable regulations governing write-in procedures, and this section
obviating need for balloting where incumbent municipal court judge is unopposed but requiring incumbent’s
***
name to be printed on ballot if petition indicating that
write-in campaign will be conducted for office is filed
§ 25304.
INCUMBENT
IS ONLY
did not abridge rights guaranteed by Const.Art. 2, $ 2,
NOMINEE;
HOW
NAME
PLACED
ON entitling every citizen to vote at all elections authoBALLOT;
WHEN
RE-ELECTED
rized by law; disapproving dictum in Cohn v. Isensee,
45 Cal.App. 531, 188 P. 279. Binns v. Hite (1964) 37
In any county or any judicial district in which only Cal.Rptr. 323, 389 P.2d 947, 61 C.2d 107.
the incumbent has filed nomination papers for the
office of superior court judge, municipal court judge or
2. IN GENERAL
justice court judge, his name shall not appear on the
ballot unless there is filed with the county clerk or
If election is in fact held for municipal judgeship,
registrar of voters, within 10 days after the final date prevailing candidate is elected on day of election, and
for filing nominations papers for the office, a petition not on day results of election are officially declared.
indicating that a write-in campaign will be conducted Brown v. Hite (1966) 48 Cal.Rptr. 869, 410 P.2d 373,
for the office and signed by 100 registered voters 64 C.2d 120.
Under this section, date most closely analogous tc
qualified to vote with respect to the office.
If a petition indicating that a write-in campaign day of election is last day upon which petition can Se
will be conducted for the office at the general election, filed giving notice that write-in campaign will be consigned by 100 registered voters qualified to vote with ducted, and if at that time no petition has been filed,
respect to the office, is filed with the county clerk or name of incumbent does not appear on general election
registrar of voters not less than 68 days before the ballot, opposition to candidacy is precluded, and he
general election, the name of the incumbent shall be should be deemed to have been elected, for purL0s.e of
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We will try to notify you as your balance reaches zero.
The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
and mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism;
2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell;
3/5/95(l);
3/l 2/95 (3) Rayelan/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/95
(2);
4/9/95(S)
Vladimir Terziski’s meeting with Commander and the ground crew;
4/23/95(2)
Mary Snell & Ronn Jackson via phone;
S/l & 2/95 (6) May Day meeting; S/l 6/95(3);5/28/95(3);
6/l l/95(2);
6/25/95(2);
7/g/95(3);
7/30/95(3);8/1
S/95 (2);9/24/95(1)
Ronn Jackson;
1 O/22/95(3) includes audio of Farrakhan’s speech;1 O/29/95(4) Mark Phillips&Cathy O’Brien;
11 /12/95 (3); 1 l/26195(3); 12/3/95(2)Jeff’ s letter; 12/l 0/95(2)Creg 81Debbie; 12/l 7/95(2);
12/2 l/95(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;l2/3 l/95 Holocaust “Gas Chambers”(3);
1/7/96The
Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/2 l/96(2);
2/4/96
Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview (3);2/1 l/96 (3).
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determining whether he is entitled to hold office for
succeeding term. Id.
Provision of this section authorizing elimination of
“uncontested judgeships” from ballot was applicable to
incumbent municipal court judges who had been appointed to office as well as to judges who had been
elected. Binns v. Hite (1964) 37 Cal.Rptr. 323, 389
P.2d 947, 61 C.2d 107.
If an incumbent judge should run without opposition and his name does not appear on the primary ballot
in accordance with this section, an attorney who was
iiot eligible for the primary election might become a
write-in candidate at the subsequent general election in
accordance with the provisions of this section. 69-97,
52 Ops.Atty.Gen. 101, 6-6-69.
3. RESIGNATION
Judge’s resignation prior to election created vacancy in that office to be filled by governor, and prevented his subsequent election as unopposed incumbent, even though judge resigned after determination
had been made, pursuant to this section, that he was
unopposed incumbent whose name did not have to
appear on ballot, and even though after election, Secretary of State declared judge to be successfully elected
candidate, as resignation effectively removed him from
office and terminated his status as incumbent, thereby
removing him from purview of this section. People ex
rel. Superior Court of Orange County v. Robinson
(App.3 Dist. 1987) 235 Cal.Rptr. 369, 190 C.A.3d 334
HISTORICAL

NOTE

Section 8202.05, added by Stats. 1965, e. 1935, p.
4465, § 1, required state central committee meetings to
be hr ldin Sacramento. See, now, ~~8710,8711,9210.
Section 8202.1, added by Stats. 1963, e. 2017, p.
4132,s 18, related to notice to state central committee
delegated and to duties of deleaates. See, now, f 8 100.
Section 8202.15, added by Stats, 1965, e. 1691, p.
5819, $ 2, related to appointment powers of special
election candidates. See, now, J$ 8663, 9164.
Section 8202.2, added by Stats.1963, e. 2017, p.
4133, § 18.1, as amended by Stats.1965, e. 867, p.
2467, $ 2, related to form of appointment. See, now,
§ 8101.
Section 8202.3, added by Stats.1963, e. 2017, p.
4130, § 6, derived from former section 8014, enacted
by Stats.1961, e. 23, p. 703, § 8014: amended by
Stats.1961. e. 2223. D. 4579. 6 1: Stats. 1963. e. 2018.
p. 4138, $ 8, was *renumbe;ed section 8202.35 and
amended by Stats. 1964, 1st Ex. Sess., e. 32, p. 163, § 7;
Stats. 1961, 1st Ex. Sess e. 147, p. 527, § 1: Stats.
1964, e. 2010, p. 4540, § 1, and related to appointment
of state central committee. See, $9 8661, 9161, 9162.
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Section 8202.3, added by Stats. 1963, e. 2017, p.
4133, $ 18.2, related to form of proxy. See, now, $
8102.
Section 8202.35 was’ renumbered from § 8202.3
(added by Stats.1963, e. 2017, p. 4130, S 6) and
amendedby Stats. 1964 1st Ex.Sess., e. 32, p, 163, § 7;
Stats.1964, 1st Ex.Sess., e. 147, p, 527, § 1; Stats.
1965, e. 2010, p. 4540,§ I. See, now I§ 8661,9161,
9162.
Section 8202.4, added by Stats.1963, e. 2017, p.
4132, $ 19, was renumbered $ 8202.45 and amended
by Stats. 1964, 1st Ex.Sess., e. 32, p. 163, $ 8. See,
now, § 8104.
Section 8202.4 was renumbered from former $
8015 (enactedby Stats.1961. e. 23, p. 703, j 8015)and
amended by Stats. 1963, e. 20 17, p. 4 130, § 7. See, now
§ § 8666, 9167.
Section 8202.45 was renumbered form former $
8202.4 (added by Stats. 1963, e. 2017, p. 4134, $ 19)
and amended by Stats. 1964, 1st Ex.Sess., e. 32, p, 163,
J 8. See, now, $ 8104.
Section 8202.5 was renumbered from former $
8016 (enactedbystats.
1961,e. 23,~. 703, J 8016)and
amended by Stats. 1963, e. 2017, p. 4130, J 8. See,
now, §J 8664, 9165.
Section 8202.6 was renumbered from former p
80 17 (enacted by Stats. 1961, e. 23, p. 703, $ 8017) and
amended by Stats.1963, e. 2017, p. 4 131, # 9. See,
now, § g 8665, 9166.
Section 8203, enacted by Stats.1961, c. 23, p. 705,
§ 8203; derivedfromE1ec.C.
1939, § 2816 (Stats.1939,
c. 26, p. 154, amended by Stats. 194 1, c. 344, p. 1599,
$ 8); Stats.1913, c. 690,~. 1405, $ 24; Stats.1917, c.
711, p. 1358, $ 10; Stats. 1919, c. 35, p, 49, # 3;
Stats.1927, c. 372, p. 608, $ 1; Stats.1929, c. 834, p.
1767, $ 1; Stats. 193 1, c. 1002, p. 2005. .$ 1; Stats. 1937,
c. 398, p. 1221, # 2; Stats.1937, c. 407, p. 1359, § 1;
related to proxies. See, now, § § 8740, 9240.
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JUDICIAL
INCUMBENT
ONLY NOMINEE.

In any county or any judicial district in which only
the incumbent has filed nomination papers for the
office of superior court judge, municipal court judge,
justice court judge, or constable of a justice court, his
or her name shall not appear on the ballot unless there
is filed with the elections official, within 10 days after
the final date for filing nomination papers for the
office, a petition indicating that a write-in campaign
will be conducted for the offrce and signed by 100
registered voters qualified to vote with respect to the
office.
If a petition indicating that a write-in campaign
will be conducted for the offrce at the general election,
signed by 100 registered voters qualified to vote with
respect to the office, is filed with the elections official
not less than 83 days before the general election, the
name of the incumbent shall be placed on the general
election ballot if it has not appeared on the direct
primary election ballot.
If, in conformity with this section, the name of the
incumbent does not appear either on the primary ballot
or general election ballot, the elections officials, on the
day of the general election shall declare the incumbent
reelected. Certificates of elections specified in Section
1540 1 or 15504 shall not be issued to a person reelected
pursuant to this section before the day of the general
election.
(Added by Stats.

1994, c. 920, 5 2.)

8204. DEATH
OF JUDICIAL
INCUMBENT
NOMINEE:
EXTENSION
PROVISION
FOR JUDGES.

(a) If an incumbent of a judicial office dies on or
before the last day prescribed for the filing of nomination paper, or files a declaration of intention but for any
reason fails to file his or her nomination papers by the
8202. ARRANGEMENT
last day prescribed for the tiling of the papers, an
ON BALLOT.
additional five days shall be allowed for the filing of
The numerically designated offices shall be grouped nomination papers for the office.
(b) Any person, other than the person who was the
and arranged on all ballots in numerical order. No
person may be a candidate nor have his or her name incumbent, if otherwise qualified, may file nomination
printed upon any ballot as a candidate for any numeri- papers for the office during the extended period, nottally designated office other than the one indicated by withstanding that he or she has not filed a written and
him or her in his or her declaration of intention to signed declaration of intention to become a candidate
for the office as provided in Sections 8023 and 8201.
become a candidate.
(Added

by Stats.1994,

c. 920, f

(Added by Stats.

2.)

1994, c. 920, I 2.)
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HORSETAIL

TINCTURE

Springtime Harvested (Horsetail is a herb)

“Actually, son, whether the glass is half full
or empty isn’t important it’s who otolts the glass.”

Horsetail tincture is an excellent source of Silica which is said to change into calcium that is more absorbable
in the cells of the body. We are a nation that is seriously deficient in calcium because the forms of calcium that we
consume may not be getting to the cellular structures in the quantities needed. The Silica found in Horsetail is said
to transform into a form of calcium that can be assimilated into the body cells for proper functioning. Tinctures are
an easily digestible form for taking any herbal substance and this product is superior in its bioavailability for the
body’s use. There are some researchers who claim that high blood pressure is due to a lack of sutlicient calcium,
as well as the more common symptoms of brittle nails, thin and weak hair, nervousness, and osteoporosis, etc. The
body must keep a balance of calcium in the bloodstream to keep organ systems functioning. Without it, we would
be dead. This is why our hope for this product is to provide our customers with the most useable form of calcium
available today.
Recommended dose: lo-15 drops in water or juice l-2 times per day. Available in 2 oz. bottles. Pregnant or
lactating women should consult a physician before using this product.
HORSETAlL TINCTURE 202.

5 8.00

See Next-To-Last
Page for ordering information
and/or call (l-800-639-4242)
today for a free Catalog.
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A TimelyMessage
FromGaryWean
Re:A Constitutibn
ForTheWorld
Editor’s note: The following
belated correspondence jits well with what is happening on our TVnews
regarding presidental
candidate hopefuls and the New
World Order. Asyou can see, they have been planning
For
this/or a long time. You can read “A Constitution
the World”in Phoenix Journal #96: HEAVE-HO (Phase
TWO). See Last Page for ordering information.

(The name of the woman making the call was given to
Kennedy.)
For many years Patton and 1 were of the belief that
Robert Kennedy had flown into Oxnard Airport and
from there had driven to meet us, then had returned to
the airport and flew back to San Francisco.
Since Kennedy was killed within only a few hours
after we had met with him we figured he had shared the

‘taken care of’ immediately.
The decision and mechanics ofeliminating Kennedy
were a rush job, but the Mishpucka is capable of just
such emergencies.
Kennedy was re-routed through the kitchen of the
Ambassador Hotel where a psychedelically, mind-prepared ‘killer-scapegoat’
Sirhan Sirhan was strategiially placed.
The critical re-routing through the
6/S/94
GARY WEAN
Ambassador Hotel’s kitchen, which would
5/21/94 #l
HATONN
Letter to CONTACT:
be free of any police or government proIn the CONTACTnewspaper, Volume 5,
tection, was repeatedly insisted on by
Frank Mankiewicz, a Mishpucka associNumber 10, May 3 1, 1994, Page 5, ComExcerptfrom
S/31/94 issue of CONTACT, page 5:
ate of Paul Zifren and a member of the
mander Hatonn brings to the attention of the
Democratic Party Campaign for Kennedy.
American citizens the ungodly terror of the
A
CONSTITUTION
Mankiewicz was a longtime, powerful
New World Constitution.
member of the ADL and associated with
And that, “This Constitution was pubFOR
THE
WORLD
Stanley Scheinbaum, Norman Dorsen and
lished by the Center for the Study of Demolra Glasser, etc.
cratic Institutions (1965), formerly located
INITIATIVE for a World Constitution launched in California,
1 came upon this Zifren connection
in Santa Barbara, California.”
20 DecemberI993,
as “Philadelphia II”, to qualify for 8 Novemthrough looking into Irwin Lachman, a
Approximately in 199 1, 1 commenced
rich Mishpucka and land developer. Zifren
an addendum to my book, There ‘s a Fish in ber 1994 GENERAL ELECTIONS.
and family have inside control of the
the Courthouse,
which was first printed and
This “Constitution”
was published by the Center for the Study
sold in 1987. This addendum, when comCoastal Commission and are associated
Institutions
(1965) financed by the Fund for the with Lachman in developing the Malibu
pleted, will be part of the new edition soon of Democratic
to be printed. The following are excerpts
Republic, A FORD FOUNDATION
[H: Oops! ]!
Mountains, which involves Don Scott’s
taken from my addendum in context with
ranch.
Formerly located in Santa Barbara, California, the Center
Commander Hatonn’s writings in above
Lachman claims he is developing a
appointed
Socialist-oriented
University of Denver Chancellor
mentioned Contact.
campground for which he does not have to
as new head and merged with the Aspen
In the mid and late 1950s 1 was a Det. Maurice B. Mitchell
obtain a conditional use permit or prepare
Sgt. with the Ventura City Police Departan environmental impact report.
Institute, Aspen, Colorado, a world government policy promotion
ment. Ventura is a small city situated beGoing before the Coastal Commission
agency. Aspen Institute Chairman is Robert 0. Anderson, chiej
tween Los Angeles and Santa Barbara. At
and the LA County Board of Supervisors
this time 1 learned that the Center For The executive officer, Atlantic Richfield Company; member, Commitwhere the Mishpucka has already paved
Study of Democratic Institutions in Santa
tee for Economic Development for International Education (laid the way, it will quickly and quietly be
Barbara was a secret Anti-Defamation
approved.
the groundwork for Regional government [which would abolish
League organization
run by Stanley
But Lachman does not intend a campindividual states as they presently existu.
Scheinbaum along with two more Mishpucka
ground area for people to come to nature’s
lawyers, Norman Dorsen and lra Glasser.
wilderness and relax.
These Mishpuckas were powerful heads ofthe so-called information with someone on the plane or in San
He is going to make Latigo Canyon into a ranch
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). For a period Francisco who had quickly set up his murder to prevent resort with facilities for 400 people. It will sport a
of several years during the late 195Os, Los Angeles him from acting on our evidence and information;
major restaurant, fitness center, basketball and tennis
Police Department Chief William Parker was running consequently, we had focused our thoughts on who courts, two swimming pools and an amphitheater. Fees
to Santa Barbara for secret meetings with this evil those persons would be.
will be $125.00 a night. This is a development that will
conclave of anti-American Mishpuckas.
Policeman
However, just recently, with the killing of Don project a 50 to 75-million-dollar income annually. It will
Daryl Gates, later to become Chief, was the driver of Scott, a wealthy landowner in the Malibu Mountains, be done without public hearings or input.
Parker’s expensive city vehicles.
by the L.A. Sheriffs Dept. in conjunction with the
At this point, it should be simple for anyone to see
Parker was doing corrupt acts ‘for the Mishpuckas Ventura County Sheriff Dept., 1 was delving into how the Mishpucka becomes outlandishly wealthy: you
(giving them confidential police files on innocent citi- several aspects of the case. These aspects dealt with simply kill people, take their property and do with it
zens to be used for blackmail by the ADL) and the ADL, environmentalists and the California Coastal Commis- what you want.
in turn, was promising Parker that their extraordinary
sion in which a Mishpucka lawyer, Paul Zifren, and his
Examine this scenario: Could an Italian pull off
influence and money would be used to make him the family were and still are deeply involved.
this kind of operation and get away with it? Could the
next director of the FBI. This, Parker wanted more
1 came upon startling knowledge revealing that Mafia’s top Mafioso Carlos Marcello design and carry
than anything else in the world. He sold out the LAPD Kennedy had not just flown into the Oxnard Airport out such a scheme?
and citizens for these Mishpucka promises.
and left the same way on the day he met with Patton and
No way, not in a thousand years, but the Mishpucka
Ed Patton, a former Det. Sgt. with the Oxnard PD, me.
has these operations going every day of the week.
but who in 1968 was working for the Wackenhut SecuInstead Kennedy and his family had been staying at
A short time after Robert Kennedy was murdered,
rity Company, and 1 met secretly with Bobby Kennedy the home of Paul Zifren in Malibu and, within one hour the Zifren family pulled off a little scam-designed
to
in an Oxnard alley. We gave Kennedy phone company of Patton and 1 giving him our information, he had take the heat off them and make people believe they
documents disclosing that a phone call had been re- confided it to Paul Zifreri, who was a high ranking were also in jeopardy from the Sirhan Sirhan Arabs
ceived by the FBI fifteen minutes before the assassina- member of Kennedy’s political campaign.
who had killed Bobby. They reported a phony bomb
tion informing them that JFK was going to be killed.
Kuowing what Kennedy would do with his new scare at their home in Malibu. The Sheriff came out
The phone call was made from the law office of Ben information when he got back to Washington, D.C., the and roped off the scene and blocked off the road in a big
Nordman and his partner, Judge Jerome Berenson. Mishpucka had an extreme emergency that had to be bomb investigation, but that’s all that it was-a phony
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Then again, perhaps George Bush himself was a ing how they drag entire countries and governments
bomb investigation, but that’s all that it was-a phony
participant of the orgy with Vickie Morgan and viola- through a hell on Earth, and the misery and fear they
Mishpucka scam.
All of these Mishpuckas are ADL members and tions of the national securiiy. In this event did Bush pour into the communities of diverse races bearing on
associates of Stanley Scheinbaum, who also was a have the presidential right to pardon Weinberger and their conspiracy of racial riot and revolution.
Our country cannot continue under these assaults
member of the LAPD Commission.
With their con- consequently himself of violations of national security
of the ADL Mishpucka without an all-encompassing
spiracy of riot and revolution they manufactured the and the trust of the people??
You can see how the ADL Mishpucka entangle and Grand Jury investigation and full blown prosecution of
1965 Watts riots, and in the meantime, roped in Daryl
Gates, who had become the Chief, and made him the entwine themselves with their terrible lies and con- the treasonous criminals.
The only thing in the world that can bring the
same offer they had made Parker-to
make him Direc- spiratorial evil machinations.
Did Weinberger blackmail George Bush into par- country back to sanity is bringing out the truth-the
tor of the FBI, which Gates wanted just as bad as did
doning him under threat of exposing him and the other whole truth and nothing but the truth for the entire
Parker.
The Rodney King episode and subsequent Watts government officials involved in the sick sex caper and people of the country to see and to know that there is
nothing, nothing at all left hanging over their heads.
riot (which I had warned them of one vear before it murder??
The light of truth is the &
thing that can save
All these terrible facts and possibilities bring to
happened)
engineered
by the ADL and Stanley
/s/ Gary Wean
Scheinbaum was a scheme to take over the LAPD Police full light the insanities of the ADL Mishpuckas, reveal- America.
Commission and to appoint a new Chief.
Willie Williams, a Black man, was appointed the
new Chief and was met at the L.A. Airport by Stanley
Scheinbaum and limousined to Stanley’s Beverly Hills
palace where Andrea Ordin, Warren Christopher,
Mickey Kantor and other powerful ADL Mishpuckas
gave Willie his orders. His first priority was to confine
all future riots within Watts and other Black areas and
under no circumstances allow them to spread to Beverly
Hills and other areas where they could destroy the Jews
investments.
At this time, they also promised Willie that if he
performed the way he was told, that in the future they
Spelt is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta (its moreformal name) is a grain
would make him the first Black Director of the FBI.
Assuredly the Mishpucka is lying to Willie the same as
of its own unique being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of B-17 (antithey did to Chief William Parker and Chief Daryl
carcinoma). The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it from polGates. They already have their man, Louie Freeh, in as
lutants and insects. It .is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher. Thus, unlike
FBI Director.
other grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals. The strong,
While Gates was Chief of Police,
Alfred
Bloomingdale
and U.S. Defense Secretary Caspar
protective husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to strengthen
Weinlrerger and other buddies of Pres. Ronald Reagan
immunity. Spelt contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides)
which are an
were secretly filmed engaging in sado-masochistic kinky
important factor in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune system.
sex with Vickie Morgan, Bloomingdale’s mistress.
New Gaia offers Bread Mixes that use pure Spelt flour instead of wheat. The taste is
These audio-video tapes were being used as blackmail and involved national security secrets involving
uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combination Bread
Israel (Iran-gate).
Mixes with both Spelt flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for a 2 lb. loaf of
In the process Vickie Morgan was murdered and
bread which can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of its equal. The mixes
her boyfriend was framed for the murder. The involveare easy to use with only the simple addition of water, butter & sweetener. The packages
ment of Weinberger and other high-ranking government officials was covered-up.
come in 2 lb.
l eeeeeeeeeeeooeeeeeeeeeeeooeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
l
0
Ramroding the cover-up were Mishpuckas, Judge
sizes only.
SPELT BERRY CUSTARD
David Horowitz and prosecutor Stanley Weisberg, who
l
l
Also availl
l
refused to allow any evidence of the tapes into the trial.
0
Then Stanley Weisberg became the judge in the Rodney
This distinctive two-layered dessert contains a base of chewy spelt : able are whole
l
l
flour
King trial in Simi Valley and was responsible for
. spelt
berries topped by a delicate orange and honey custard.
.
precipitating the Watts riot in which hundreds of people
1 l/2 c. water
: packages for
.
were injured and killed and millions of dollars in
l
3/4 c. whole spelt berries
: your baking
l
property damage.
l
i and
This is just a tiny scenario of the chaos in governl
Bring the water to a boil. Stir in the spelt berries. Cover and cook over:
made ‘tr:ii
l
ment and chaos among the people that the Mishpucka
low heat for 30 minutes. Drain.
l
that
is bringing down on America to destroy and subjugate
: needs
l
the people.
l
;
come
in
2
lb.,
3 eggs, beaten
l
There is one thing the people can do to destroy the
: 4 lb. and 8 lb.
l
3 cups milk
Mishpucka before they destroy America.
l
: sizes.
1
c.
raisins
l
Daryl Gates has copies of the Vickie Morgan affair
l
l
II4
c.
honey
You
may
and the treasonous acts of government officials involvl
grated
rind
from
1
orange
: also order the
ing our national security.
l
l
l/8 tsp. salt
An investigation of this affair by a secret Grand
: whole
spelt
l
l/4 tsp. nutmeg
Jury, mn by an honest, competent justice department
l
l
kernels
that
l
prosecutor could open the door, free America from all
:
can
be
milled
l
the insanity, all the chaos the Mishpucka has embroiled
Mix the berries with the remaining ingredients and turn into a greased 2- l
l
our country in for the past 50 years.
quart casserole. Bake in a 325degree oven 1 l/2 hours or until set. l at home into
l
l
l
flour.
These
Perhaps someone like the prosecutor
in the
Serve warm or cold.
l
Rostenkowski case-reading
off an indictment on TV
:
come
in
4 lb.
l
l
of the ADL Mishpucka, and its crimes of treason,
(Note: the spelt may give off a bit of their cooking liquid which should : and
10 --lb.
l
murder, spying, drug smuggling, money laundering,
simply be poured off the top of the custard before serving.
l
and judicial corruption, etc. I realize, of course, that
l eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
l
President Bush pardoned Caspar Weinberger for his
treasonous acts against national security in the IranSee Next-to-Last Page for ordering information or
Contra affair so maybe Weinberger can’t be tried and
call1 -800-639-4242
(I-800-New-Gaia)
put in prison for that but perhaps Weinberger can be
tried and executed or imprisoned for something else.
Bush did not pardon Weinbcrger for murder-and
for
murder there is no statute of limitations.

New Gaia Presents
Bread Mixes, Flour & Kernels
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Confiscation
Of Citizens’
debtisper
Gold
AndSilver
It next becomes quite clear that resulting from HJ
Res 192, and from that day forward (June 5, 1933), NO
ONE HAS BEEN ABLE TO PAY A DEBT. All that
can be done IS to tender in transfer of debts, and so the

(Continued

from

American citizens.
This DOES mean that those old
outstanding gold and silver certificates are real and are
valid. This will be their way of not having to honor
them while seizing assets from you at the same time.
Well, there are many ways to handle this quandary
but I don’t think the people involved will listen carefully enough to reclaim even part of these certificate
debts. You must understand the workings to even begin
to see what I mean. You have to make these debts
payable somehow to non-U-S. citizens in a TREATY
(WITH THE U.S.) nation with the beneficiary a noncitizen. In other words you have to “work” the system
as solidly as they are working you. But everyone shies
away from the game because they are “scared”. Why?
It is as simple as turning over to a country’s Bank the
collection and have it assigned-you,
then, would get a
portion.
Let us consider “Grandma’s” certificate. It was in
for collection (for several years) through Peru-BUT
GRANDMA ASSIGNED THE PAYOFF TO THE U.S.
CITIZENS
THROUGH
RUSSELL
HERRMANHERMAN TO THE VARIOUS “SOVEREIGN”
STATES FOR YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
By having citizens of the U.S. listed as beneficiaries the proceeds are then, by the above bill(s), confiscated, either in value OR gold. So the traitors in
Congress with instructions from Greenspan at the Fed
win again and come down to get everything you might
have stored for a rainy day. The fact that the CONSTITUTION, Article 1, Sec. 10 says, “You cannot impair
nor impede contracts.” What they are actually doing
here is unlawfully confiscating a “contract” but you the
people do NOT HAVE TREATY COVER and PROTECTION.
Can’t “I” help you? No more than by telling you
this and warning you that if you continue in this
direction you WILL BE THWARTED.
In 1935, after an all-out confiscation and “turn in”
of gold in 1933, this non-jurisdiction of “contracts’*
was declared as to the Congress having no area of
jurisdiction.
The FACTS are, however, that without honoring
the Constijujion, which is now set aside under “National Security” in a “State of Emergency*’ (Bosnia, but
it will continually be some emergency as it has been
since 1932), you have no CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHTS!
NO, GOING TO WAR WILL NOT SOLVE THE PROBLEM-YOU
HAVE TO WORK WITHIN THE SYSTEM UNTIL YOU RECLAIM IT.

Front

Page)

HOUSE
RESOLUTION

JOINT
192 (1933)

“Whereas the holding or dealing in gold affect the
interest, and are therefore subject to proper
regulation: and whereas the existing emergency has
disclosed that provisions of obligations or a particular
kind of coin or currency, . . are inconsistent with the
declaredpolicyof
Congress... inthe payment of debts*
[therefore all gold is to be confiscated].

public

The suspension of the gold standard, and prohibition against paying debts, removed the substance upon
which common law operates. and created a giani void
as far as the common law is concerned.
The $.UBSTANCE was replaced with a “National Public Cr hit
System” whereby debt is called ‘money” (the Fed&l
Reserve [privately owned corporation] calls it “mob.,
etized debt”) over which the only jurisdiction is ADMIRALTY AND MARITIME LAW. This “Admiralty”
and “Maritime” law IS NOW THE BASIS OF YOUR
JUDICIAL SYSTEM-based
on Admiralty law which
makes the “Admiral” the TOTAL LAW. In other
words, your courts are Admiralty courts wherein the
powers that be are the legal “laws”. This always comes
to play in a time of “emergency powers” and is designated for all the world to SEE by the gold fringe
outlining your National and/or State FLAG which now
hangs IN EVERY COURTROOM. For a long time you
had to have at least one Common Law Courtroom in a
courthouse wherein the flag would NOT have a gold
fringe. The gold-fringe designates both a nation at
WAR and, through that war, there is National Distress
and, by the way, includes the powers of Martial Law,
which also became the law of the land at the same time
all this other happened-in
about 1932!! They had to
have the privilege of enforcing the dastardly things
they were about to thrust upon YOU THE PEOPLE.
However, note that you went like lambs to the slaughterhouse and very little had to be done to you for if you
didn’t like it, just as in the Great Depression-you
could just go jump off a bridge into the deep blue se;.

Effectively, the gold was taken as a partial payment on the debt owed TO the Federal Reserve corporation. This Resolution declared that any obligation
requiring “payment in gold or a particular kind of coin
GOLD
COLLATERALIZED
or currency, or in an amount in money of the United
NOTES/LOANS
States measured thereby, is declared to be AGAINST
PUBLIC POLICY;" and “. .Every obligation, heretoI truly don’t know of anyone except the Phoenix
fore or hereafter incurred, shall be discharged upon
payment, dollar for dollar, in any coin or currency Institute that backed its loans from you-the-peoplr with
which at the time of payment is legal tender for public purchase of gold as collateral. You have to understand
and private debts.” - the system to realize that perhaps that gold is not secure
Interestingly, however,
this does not address “payment” of DEBT, but recognizes and states: “Every
ZlGGy
obligation... shall be discharged.”
So is there a DIFFERENCE? I suppose so-in
the judicial language as reinvented:

“There is a distinction
between a ‘debt discharged’
and a ‘debt PAID’. When
discharged the debt still exists though divested of its
character as a legal obligation during the operation
of the discharge.
Something of the original vitality of the debt continues to
erist, which may be transferred, even though the
transferee takes it subject
to its disability incident to
thedischarge. The fact that
it carries something which
may be a consideration for
RIGHTS
OF
a new promise to pay, so as
INDIVIDUALS
to make an otherwise worthless promise a legal obliga;
We have to look backwards in order to recognize tion, makes it the subject of
just when you lost the right to the gold standard and transfer by assignment.”
when the gold clause ofthe Constitution
was abrogated.
[Stanek v. White, 172 Minn.
390, 215 N.W. 784.1
That clause (Resolution) declared that:

~
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but you will have had use of “money” for projects and i s also satisfied by the actual “purchase” of the money.
the VALUE will remain pretty much intact as attached
You will, of course, “borrow” the money because this
to the price of gold at the time of “confiscation”. There teeps you without tax debt to the growing project until
will also be ability, I think but can’t be certain for you t is established and making income which SHOULD
are in worse trouble than in 1933, that gold will be .hen be lawfully taxed under the Constitu/ion.
If, then,
confiscated with a payout value of some kind. They will 1 profit is never realized you are not BROKEN by the
establish that price at a low enough level as to not cost Jurden of ongoing income taxes. You not only CAN
“them” but only “you” and some of you will actually
work within the terrible system that exists, but you can
have some gain. If in the bank and being borrowed
actually thrive within it as it IS.
against there may actually be a measure of GROWTH
But can’t they then just come and “nationalize” or
value allowed as long as you don’t try to buy out your :onfiscate the projects and businesses? Yes, anyone
own gold but, rather, just keep borrowing on its newly with a gun can do that but meanwhile perhaps a few (or
establishing variable levels. Of course the way they many) of you will have jobs and ability to survive and
will “getcha” is that when that value diminishes or perhaps quite comfortably. You are NOT competition
drops out-they
get the gold and you get bankruptcy.
So, you have to know when to hold them, know when to
fold them, and KNOW WHEN TO WALK AWAY!

20, 1996

if you stay small and out of their way and they WILL
need investment avenues or they won’t gain either.
Surely enough, you may never pay off the debts with
them but if you have “purchased” the money through
overborrow in the up-front-you
won’t have the sword
over your neck so hazardly and you bargain up front for
either no payback and certainly no set balloons to
ultimately destroy you. Another way to do it is to have
the project revert to the lender somewhere out therebut at the least you will not have THEM in control of
your project. In an all-out depression you cannot plan
on having pay-back because so many people are out of
work and prices can’t be paid according to the costs of
building the project in the upstart so you may “run in

CHANGED
“MONEY”
AND
DEBIT
CARDS
What you will have happening, and is supposed to
begin, according to the grapevines, on the 19th of
February (tomorrow) will be the beginnings of a
changeout of currency. This is a “long” weekend and
it may or may not happen but this was the plan of
introduction to this lovely new paper. Then, on or
about the 22nd, there will be a closeout of being able to
buy stocks, etc., on the market EXCEPT THROUGH
DIGI-CARDS OR DEBIT CARDS WHICH RUN ALL
TRANSACTIONS THROUGH A CENTRAL CORPORATION COMPUTER WHICH CAN CONTROL AND
CHECK OUT EVERY PURCHASE, SELL, AND EVERY TRADER! IN THIS MANNER EVERY COLLAPSE CAN BE CONTROLLED AND THE WHOLE
COLLAPSE
CAN SIMPLY BE A PAPERWORK
DRCP-OUT.
THIS HAS BEEN TAMPERED WITH
AND TESTED ALL THE WHILE YOU SHEEPLE
THINK THE MARKET IS MOVING UPWARDACTUALLY
NOTHING IS HAPPENING
EXCEPT
COMPUTER
MANIPULATIONS
TO FOOL MOST
‘3F YOU ALL THE TIME UNTIL THEY GET
THEIR PROGRAM
“FIXED” AND INTO FULL
POWER.
The Depression and 1929 collapse was

simply an EXPERIMENT to accomplish this massive
TAKEOVER now.
I know, it sounds really good to be “off shore” when
this happens-but
this game is the NEW WORLD
ORDER and you will be monitored and there will be no
way to get anything back in without their ability to contiscate, tine you, imprison you or simply “screw you”!
No, I do not change my ideas an iota-we still have
the best mode of survival-for
at the least, if we have
funds NOW the big boys will leave us alone. And,
further, if corporations own themselves and there are
no big stockholders there is no need to squelch you little
guys. Why? Because they are going to also have to
EAT! The biggest problem is that after a while the
dealers will not be able to find or get gold upon which
loans will be made using it as collateral.
So by not
sharing NOW, you are g,oing to lose a heck of a lot later.
Some of you may really actually have a battle with your
own soul as you develop a real desire to lynch Green for
damaging our jewel in the crown. Perhaps you may
have to settle for diamonds in your crown!
You will come to realize that you who pull US
DOWN also destroy your own opportunity. It simply is
the way it is and, therefore, all the wishing will change
not an iota of the facts of it.
My suggestion is, in addition, that you effort to get
some of the foreign Banksters to supply funds, with
value for them received up front in the form of points so
that you are not required to issue control stock to the
lender, and go for your projects to be funded. We have
some magnificent projects and, after values are settled
out-the
Banks will need good investments without
worry of project failure. If the loans are PURCHASED
and not “interest bearing” you can maintain CONTROL of function of the proiect operation and the bank
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the red” for a very long time which is another good
reason for those banksters to over-loan you in the
upstart, collect their money, and leave you alone. Oh
well, this economics lesson is mostly a waste of time for
the many, but a “few” may hear and understand and
realize potential.
COLLOIDALS
We told you in the beginning of offering colloids
that it might well be very short lived. Well, the big boys
are now trying every known way to get them off the
market, especially silver.
Shipments are being confiscated at the border of
Canada as we speak and sent to the FDA for “study” in
potential cause for disallowing the product’s further
allowance.
Our products have been “over”qualified and so we
are going to have to move to minimize the contents for
“testing” at FDA to meet the regulations NOW set.
We have a dual problem for, when we pass the
solution of colloidalized silver through the gold electrodes to enhance the potential for frequency increase,
we have trouble getting the minute amount of ions
introduced to be considered on a spectrometer (measuring color) to read out silver. Color changes, not with
the particulate, but with the frequency! For instance as
example, Dharma can hold a bottle of silver colloid
with “gold frequency potential” and she acts as an x-ray
“scanner” in that the golden liquid will, within a few
days, register purple (the color of gold frequency) on
visual and spectrometer readings.
This causes the
inspectors to shout “adulteration” of some kind. What
they don’t realize is that if these products pass through
the invisible frequencies of x-ray, higher ultra-violet,
AND NOW THE INVISIBLE HIGHER FREQUENCIES BEYOND ULTRAVIOLET, YOU HAVE THIS
COLOR CHANGE. The very name “ultraVIOLET”
tells YOU the secret of the color from colloidal GOLD.
This is NOT a standard thing but only an occasional reaction to enhancement but it will cause the
solution to appear to be far oversaturated and, in fact,
it will sometimes “discharge” the charge within the
solution and the particulate will “drop out”.
I have trouble getting through to the “makers” of
the original solution that QUANTITY is not the pointthe point is MINIMUM (one ion per molecule of particulate) of the tinymost size which is actually smaller
than most labs can measure. So, when there is tinge of
color-you
have almost too much! It is the “frequency”
of the solution that aids in healing and enhances the
immune system function-not
the particulate.
However, with SILVER, the metal itself is harmless to the
body in particulate-sized particles in colloidal suspension-but
the actual presence of the particulate IS
GERMICIDAL, or I guess terminology would be an
“anti-biological/anti-viral”
solution, to a higher extent
than, say, a 3% solution of hydrogen peroxide.
So what do we do if silver and gold colloids are shut
down? Well, first of all we back way off on the solution
content
and ask you to take relatively
MORE
Gaiandriana or AquaGaia so that the Drias can take up
the slack. We will try very hard to keep a stronger
solution for the specific purposes of Gulf War Illness,
etc., and that can be accomplished by increased amounts
intaken IF there are illness SYMPTOMS present. The
literature and instructions will remain the same for,
when the immune system is good, then on an ongoing
basis you need only a few DROPS daily. Once again the
CLAIM for shutting down these products is touted:
FOR YOUR OWN GOOD.
Our promise has been and is always- to act ONLY
within all regulations but to use every opportunity to do
what we can do until such time as regulations are
changed. KNOW THAT REMOVAL FROM THE PUBLlC SHELVES CAN BE OVERNIGHT. I am asking
our distributor to consider another “sale” so you can
perhaps stock up a bit more if you wish to do so before
we are forced to decrease quality. Actually, the mini-
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mum product as offered by most who simRUBES
ply “color” their solution is usually suffi\
cient for your immune system needs. You
live in a grossly deteriorating world, readers, and we cannot do much about THAT.
We can hold gold and silver in the
corporation set forth for the processing of
the solutions but, if they close down ability to function through confiscation of
gold and silver, we are stuck with their
laws.
We can probably continue to offer
what is needed and get our Gaiandriana
PROGRAMMED by the time of shutdown
but it is not there yet. We can also substitute in the OxySol (for a while) but they
are also attempting to take hydrogen peroxide (our base) off the market in foodgrade strength.
This process not only has gold and
silver particulate in colloidal solution but
will be basically invisible on any currently available apparatus for testing and
what you have is the monatomized interaction which results in diamond crystal
ions in colloidalized solution. This diamond (carbon) crystal is the most qualified substance to accept “programming”.
It is your computer “CHIP”. The solution, when perWhatever is decided, we shall inform you. Mear Lfected as we do, will usually test out as superior, highly while it might pay you well to do things right and stop
charged “water” on sophisticated testing equipment. denying yourselves and your fellow-citizens from havThis means that the test apparatus can only find simple ing things because you are warped in your own desires
mineralization as would be found in exceptionally good to hurt yourself and others. I am not at war with your
or anyone else. We confront only when
liquid. There are MANY kinds of “water” and it will be government
a long, long time before they can lawfully REMOVE confronted but we do not roll over and play dead before
the unlawful criminals who come against us. We will
WATER FROM YOUR ABILITY TO HOLD.
And then, readers, for every thousand of you con- do it all under the shelter OF THE LAW, even in the
scientious users there are the people who LOVE their courts of injustice. If we lose, so be it in this mentally
doctor and will turn in everybody for anything and warped society. We will offer what we can while we
everything they, themselves, do wrong. They don’t can. Remember, God wins, and because I totally serve
want to get well-they LOVE BEING SICKLY.
God, I know that I shall win. You must make those
I don’t know what to do with our neighboring choices for self, for all the gifts I can bring or hold will
friends, readers. At the Canadian and Mexican borders not make those choices FOR YOU.
both ourjournals, paper, and products are often stopped
Salu and may you make those choices in wisdom.
for search and seizure. It is
worse where you have dealers
who charge far more than we
REALITY CHECK
do for the SAME product because there is no reason to
HIDE the product’s movement across borders of any
kind.
Our claims are within all
guidelines for Colloidal Silver. It is known that it is a
good antiseptic, immune systern enhancer, and inhibitor
of microbiological
invasion
while being a totally harmless substance to the body cellular structure.
Gold is not even advertised as the qualified product
of antiseptic or anti-microbial that it likely is; we only
claim what we know to be
acceptable-good
if used for
the old remedies of stomach
problems, confused thought,
and addictions.
Its higher
color frequency is incompatible with most all viral invaders but we do not claim that.
I think if we changed the labe1 from “food” supplement
to “mineral” something-orother, they would leave “us”
alone. I don’t vouch for any
other products by others.
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America In
Peril-An
Understatement!

BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
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BY GYEORGOS CERFS HATONN

( J105 )

$6.00
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Some topics covered are:
Executive Orders
Protocols

Of Zion

The European Parliament
More From The Usurpers
The Schemers Such As Abe Fortas And Others
Flesh-Eating Bacteria
Wholesale Elimination Of Populations
Religions Kill Off Religions
Update On Ray Renick
Black Helicopters
Mexico Retaliates For NAFTA Invasion
Background Check On Ronn Jackson
Chelation Fights Heart Disease
Cosmos To Treasurygate
Gold Certificate History Lesson
A Mind Is A Terrible Thing To Waste!
-
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1RSTATE ,MENT

Your nation is in such peril as to cause trembling in the knowing of how close you are to
the pit’s brink. If the facts have not come to
your attention yet, Z suggest you take this
journal and read, at the least, the FORE WORD
and carefully study the Presidential “Executive Orders” now IN FORCE in the United
States and all of America.
Then I suggest
you get aboard the Freedom
Train in consideration
of re-establishing
the CONSTITUTION by peatiefil and LAWFUL means.

GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
A PHOENIX JOURNAL

I

What Are Ring Around
The Phoenix The Rosie...!
Journals?

Many people have asked us what the Phoenix.
Journals are.
They contain the true history (hisstory) of mankind on this planet as well as detailed
information about the most asked about and wondered
about subjects (i.e., Spirituality, E.T.s, our origin,
our purpose here on this planet, etc.). Commander
Hatonn, and the other Higher Spiritual Teachers who
have authored these Journals, weave spiritual lessons
and insights throughout the unveiling of lies which
have been deceptively forced upon us, throughout
These
time, by the Elite anti-Christ controllers.
Journals are the “Dead Sea Scrolls” of our time.
Their importance for the growth of mankind cannot
be overstated. They are the textbooks of understanding which God promised us we would have, to guide
us through the “End Times”.
Here is what Commander Hatonn has said about
the Phoenix Journals.
Quoting from Journal #40,
THE TRILLION
DOLLAR LIE, Vol.11, pgs. 47 & 4%:
“Some day in the far recesses of the future experiences
of another human civilization-these
Journals will
be found and TRUTH will again be given unto the
world manifest so that another lost civilization can
regain and find its way. God always gives His creations that which they need when the sequence is
proper. It is what man DOES WITH THESE THINGS
which marks the civilization.
WHAT WILL YOUR
LEGACY BE????? I focus on current activities which
might turn your world about in time to save your
ecosystems and your sovereignty as nations and
peoples. You cannot wait to be filled in on the lies of
the generations, lest you wait until too late to take
control ofyour circumstance presently within the lies.
YOU ARE A PEOPLE OF MASSIVE DECEPTION
AND WHAT YOU WILL DO WITH THIS INFORMATION IN ACTION DETERMINES YOUR PURPOSE AND GROWTH IN THIS WONDROUS MANIFESTED EXPERIENCE. WILL YOU PERISH PHYSICALLY OF THE EVIL INTENT, OR WILL YOU
MOVE INTO AND WITHIN THE PLACES OF HOLY
CREATOR? THE CHOICE IS YOURS.”
In case you didn’t know, Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. can automatically send you the latest
Phoenix Journals as they are printed. This gives you
an extra discount on new Journals and you don’t have
to keep remembering to order. Call (800) 800-5565
for details.
See Back Page for ordering information.
Brent Moorhead

$6.00

212 Pages

Some topics covered are:
Help The Hopi Nation
THE COMMITTEE OF 17 LIST
Solzhenitsyn On Committee Of 17
More from The Usurpers
Very Large MICROWAVE Towers In Alaska
KOL NIDRE

Jackie Kennedy Had One Of The Gold Certificates
Wholesale Killing Of Populations (cont.)
America In Peril-Calif.
Update
More From Ronn Jackson
More About “Treasurygate”
Wake-up Call For M.D.s
Flesh-Eating Bacteria
Congressional Reorganization
China And Human Rights
Kissinger And British Plan India’s Dismemberment
Anglo-American Geostrategy
More On Gold Certificates
The Star Lady

RI NC AROU
1-HE ROSIE
F’here and HOW do you stop the insanity thrust
pen you? It can ‘t be simply by “the gun or sword “.
‘he players in all the adversarial games ARE THE
YAME! Truth in information and recognition ofthe
JSURPERS oflile-freedom must be recognized and
,ecognizedNOW-asyouareallbut
OUTOFTIME! I

BY

GYEORGOS CEFtES HATONN
A PHOENIX JOURNAL

Business Manager

In case you didn’t know, Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. can automatically send you the latest Phoenix Journals as they are printed.
discount on new Journals and you don’t have to keep remembering to order. Call (800) 8004565 for details.
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Use For Water Purification
To purify
water
(of viruses as well as bacteria
and
other critters)
for drinking
purposes,
use 10 drops of
OxySoI per gallon of water and agitate container
enough
to mix well.
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This is a service for our
dedicated readers.
Today’s
Watch telephone
hotline
carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn’s most recent writings.
This is our way of
keeping

m

fast-breaking

informed

about

newS andevents.

The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there
are any new messages for that
day, and after 4 rings if not.
Thus daily callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has
been recorded. The message
update(s), if any, occur by 6
PM Pacific Time.

